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SURVEY OF PORTIONS OF THE CHROMIUM-COBALT-NICKEL-MOLYBDENUM 
QUATERNARY SYSTEM AT 1,200° C 1 
B y FI E L DON P A t;L RIDE O UT and PA U L A. B E K 
SUMMARY 
1 survey wa made oj portions oj the chl'omium-cobalt-
nickel-molybdenum quatemary ystem at 1,200° a by means of 
microscopic and X -ray d1jfraction studies . Since the fa ce-
centered cubic (alpha) solid solutions f 01'1n the matrix of almost 
all practically useful high-temperature alloy , the solid olu-
bili ty limit of the quatemary alpha pha e were determined up 
to 20 percent molybdenum. The component cobalt-nickel-
molybdenum, chromium-cobalt-molybdenum, and chromium-
nickel-molybdenum ternary system were also tudied. The 
survey of the e system was confined to the determination of the 
bounda1'ies of the face-centered cubic (alz)ha) olid solution and 
of the pha e coexisting with alpha at 1,200° O. 
INTRODUCTION 
In the development of technologically useful alloys i t is 
u ually of con iderable help if the pha e r ela tionships and 
solid olubili ty limi ts are known. A t the :\Ietalhu'gy D e-
partmen of the Univer ity of N otre Dame a proj ect has 
been in progre for some year to determine the phase 
relation hips in alloy system involving chromium, cobalt, 
nickel, iron, and molybdenum, the tran it ion elemen ts of 
gr ea tes t importance in high-temperatme alloy . 
The de ermination of pha e diagram for ysLem of fow.' 
01' more component i an extremely laboriou task. The 
problem must be approached in a sy tematic manner in 
order to avoid becoming hopele ly lost. The be t method 
of a t ack i to begin by es tabli hing the phas relation hips 
in ystems of two or three componen ts and th en continue by 
adding one n w element a t a time. The problem of pre-
sen ting quantitative pha e r ela tion hips diagrammatically 
for sy terns of three or more componen t nece sitate holding 
one or more thermodynamic vaJ:iables con tanto For exam-
ple, a ternary phase diagram may be presented a a erie of 
i othermal sections or a a serie of ections in each of which 
the amount of one componen t is held constan t. For a qua-
ternary system it i necessary to hold both tempera tm and 
the amount of one component con tant in order to obtain 
two-dimen ional diagrams. The temperatm e 1,200° 
wa chosen a that at which an initial isothermal survey could 
be mo t profi tably made. This temperatme i of immediate 
in terest becau e it lie within the r ange of solu tion treat-
ment for mo t high-tempera tm e alloys now in usc and al 0 
because h ere diffusion rates arc fast enough to allow equilib-
rium conditions to be approached in r ea onably short 
annealing periods . At lower temperatm es, such as 800° , 
the determination of these phase cliaarams within exten ive 
composition r ange would be too t im - onsuming and there-
fore e)"rpen i V. Work of this ki nd is planned only for limi ted 
importan t compo ition range . 
Thus far two repor ts have been i sued covering work done 
on thi project. In the fir t report (reference 1) the 1,200° 
C isothermal ection of the chromium-co baIt-nickel termi.ry 
sy tern was pre en ted . The second repor t (re[erence 2) gave 
a Ul'vey of th e clu·omium-cobalt-n ickel-i..ron quaternary 
sy tern a t 1,200° C in the compo i ion range ncar th e face-
cen tered cubic solid- olu t ion phase. This repor t also pre-
en ted a t udy of ome feaLm es of Lite clu'omium-cobal t-
nickel and the clu·omium-cobal t-i..ron ternary ystem at 
lower temperature . 
The pre en t repor t pre en L a urvey of por tion of the 
clu'omillln-cobal t-nickel-molybdenum q uaternary ystem at 
1,200° C. The face-cen tered cubic (alpha) solid oluLion 
have, by far , the greatest practical inlpor tance in high-
tempera ture alloy . For thi reason the olid solubility 
limi ts of the quaternary alpha phase were deLcrmined up to 
20 percent molybdenum. 
It was al 0 n ecessary to investigate the componen t cobalt-
nickel-molybden um, clu'omium-cobal t-molybdenum, and 
chromium-nickel-molybdenum ternary ystem , ince the e 
sys tem had not been adequately explored by previou 
inve tigatOl". (ee " Literature Sw.'vey" for discussion of 
previou tudie of the binary and ternary system com-
prj ing the chromium-cobalt-nickel-molybdenum quatern ary 
sy tern .) 
At th e beginning of thi work it b came apparen t that a 
de6nite and consistent nomen clatm'e for phase desianation 
\'lould have to be adop ted in order to avoid confu ion and 
contradiction . For example, Lhe iron-cbl'omium igma phase 
i isomorphou with th e chromium-cobal t gamma pha e and 
the iron-molybdenum zeta ph a e. In order to avoid contra-
diction in t ernary and qua ternary y Lem of th ese elem nts, 
where the i omorphous pha e form unin terrup ted olid 
solut ions, it wa decided to give all the e pha es the same 
designation, The de ignation sigma phase wa elected as 
one mo t generally a ociated with this par ticular tructure, 
ince thi work began with a nonferrous y tern , th e face-
centered cubIC solid olution in the y tems involving 
chromium, cobal t, nickel, and molybdenum have all been 
de igna ted as alpha phase. For th e sake of consi ten cy this 
nomencla ture was extended even to the chromillln-cobalt-
nickel-iron qua tel'llal'Y sys tem, al though this phase in ferrous 
y terns has been cu tomarily referred to as gamma. On the 
other hand, the body-cen tered cubic olid 01utions1 which 
are u ually named alpha in felTous y tern , are here refened 
1 Supersedes 1 ACA TN 2683, " urvey of Portions of the Chromium·Cobalt·Nickcl·Molybdenum Quaternary ystern at 1200° C" by held on Paul Rideout and Paul A. Beck, 1952. 
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to as epsilon phase in conformity with th e nomenclature 
used for Lhe chromium-rich alloys in the ch romium-cobalt 
binary sysLem. In Lhe cobalt-molybdenum binary system 
the in Lermediate phase which coexists with alpha aL 1,200° 
C has been earli er designaLed as ep ilon. In Lhe p re en l 
inve ligaLion thi phil, e was renamed mu since, as staLed 
aboH', ep ilon had alread~T been used to designaLe the 
chromium-rich bod.'·-cenLered cubic phase. The hiLhelto 
unlmown temar.\~ pha es discovered in th e 1,200° C i 0-
Lhe lmal ecLions of Lhe chromium-co baIt-molybdenum and 
Lhe cll romium-nickcl-molybdenum Lernary y tern 11 ave 
been named Rand P , ]'e pectiwly. 
This work was conducted aL Lhe Unive rs it\, of NoLre 
Dame under Lh e sponso r h ip and wiLh th e financi~l a si tance 
of the ational Advisory Committee for AeronauLics. The 
author wi h to th ank :--11' . Franci Pall for doino- ome of th e 
work relating to Lhe ehromium-cobal t-molybdenum and 
chromium-nickel-molybdenum sy Lems. Th ~ assi Lance of 
11e s rs. C. Patrie]';: Sullivan and Robert Hochman is a1. 0 
appreciaLed 
LITERA TURE SURVEY 
The chromillm-cobalt -ni ekel-mo l .,~bdenum quaternar~~ sy -
tern comprises the following six binary and four ternary 
systems: Chromium-cobalL, chromium-nickel , cobal t-nickei , 
chromium-molybdenum, cobalL-molybdenum, nickel-molyb-
denum , (,hromium-(,oball-nickel , chromium-cobalL-molyb-
clenum , ('hromium~ni('kel-molybdenum, and co ball.-nickel-
molybdenum. Allor the above binar.,' sy Lems were in,e -
ligated previousl)~ . The ('hromium-cobal t sy Lem wa" in-
vesLigatNl b." Elsea, We Le rman, and i\ [anning (J'cieJ'ence 3), 
and the mo t recent chromium-ni ckel phase diagram was 
reported hy Jenkin , Buclmall , Au Lin, and 11ellor (reference 
4) . Th e " :--Jetal Handbook" (reference 5) give th e ac-
cepted cobalt-nickel diagram, which wa thoroughl~~ inve Li-
gated b.'~ seyeral worker . 
The chromium-m olybdenum hinary S," tem i also g iven 
ill th e " :--Ielals Handbook" (reference 5). In recent work 
on molybd enum-rich. allo.Y ICe leI' and H an en (reference 
6) confirm th e resulL of other investigaLor Lhai chromium 
and molybdenum a rc ('ompletel." oluble in th e olicl staLe. 
Th e cobalL-molybdenum binary ysLem was inve Ligated by 
'yk('s and Graff (reference 7) . Th e Lransformation from 
face-C'enLC'red cubic to h exagonal in pure cobalt above 
1,000° C indicaLed in th eir diagram was not found by everal 
later investigators (reference io 10) . Heno-lein and 
Kohsok (I' ference 11) recenth ' poinLed out th aI, the coba1L-
molybdenum in termediate pha e C07:--106 i isomorphous 
with th e iron-molybdenum, cobalt-tung ten , and i ron-
tung Len intermediaLe phase Fe7:--J06, C07W6, and Fe71V6. 
The crystal strucLure of the C07:--106 phase can be clescribeJ 
as hexagonal or rhombohedral (r eference 11). Th e nick el-
molybdenum binary sy tem, a deLennined by E llinger, i 
given in reference 5. 
Of the four ternary ystems involved in Lhe chromium-
cobalt-nickel-molybdenum quaternary system, two were 
previously investigaLed. The 1,200° C i oLhermal section 
of th e chromium-co baIt-nickel Lernar.'T ystem was investi-
gated b:r :-- Ianly and Beck (reference 1). Thi diagram was 
lightly modified in th e cluomium-cobalt sigma-ph a e-field 
region by Kamen and Beck (reference 2) . ,' ied cblag 
(reference 12) invest igated Lhe chromium-ni ckel-molybdenum 
Lernary y tem , but th e resul ts of LhaL investigation proved 
to be of no belp in Lhe present work. The nickel-rich 
alloy were examin ed from a technological poinL of view 
only, and pha e relationship were noL tudied in deLail. 
It was, Lherefore, nece a r.,' to inve tigate the three Lemar 
ystems chromium-cobalL-mol)~bdenum, clu-omium-nick el-
molybdenum, ancl cobalL-nickcl-molybdenum. Th e urvey 
of these sy tems wa confined to Lhe deLermination of the 
boundaric of th face-c nterecl cubic (alpha) olid olu tion 
and of the phases coexi ting with th e alpha pha cat 1,200° C. 
The brittle intermetallic sigma pha e, ,yhich occurs in 
many systems involving th e transition e1 ments, has l' cently 
become the ubject of much intcre I, and inve Ligation. 
ully and Heal (refe rence 13) have pointed out that Lhe iron-
chromium sigma phase and the clU'omium-cobalt o-amma 
phase arc i omorphou , and Gold chmidt (reference 14) 
found that the iron-molybdenum zeta pha e i also i omo1'-
phou with th e iron-chromium io-ma phase. Beck and 
hnly (reference 15) investigated th e chromium-cobalt-iron 
and the chromium-cob alL-nick 1 ternary y tem. They 
proved that the i1'on-chromimn i~ma pha e and the clu'o-
mium-cobalt gamma phase form an uninterrupted series of 
olid solutions across the chromium-cobal t-iron ternary 
isothermal section at 00° C. They also found Lhat th e 
clU'omium-cobalt gamma pha e extends deep into the chro-
mium-cobalL-nickel ternary system at 1,200° C in a manner 
sugge ting that nickel aLom and cobal t atom ub titute for 
each other in forming the igma pha e, while the chromium 
content of the pba e remains essent ially unchangC'd. On the 
basis of th ese results and of the exi tence of the sioma phase 
in the iron-vanadium y tern, B eck and Manly (reference 15) 
sugge ted that the sigma phase shoull al 0 occur in the 
cobalt-vanadium and th e nickel-vanad ium ystems . Indeed, 
thi \Va confirmed by Duwez and Baen (reference 16) who 
al 0 formally po tulated the criterion that a face-centered 
and a body-centered cubic metal arc req llired in an alloy 
system before th e sigma phase will form. In the present 
inve tigalion special attention was g iven to the occurrence 
of the sigma phase, and further confi rmation \Va obLained 
for the earlier ob ervalion that atom of clement of like 
tructure can llbstitute for each other in the formation of 
the sigma phase. A criterion for the fo rmation of th e igma 
la ttice in terms of electron vacancy conc ntration in the 
3d ub-band wa derived in order to rationalize the above 
ob ervat ion . 
EXPERIMENTAL PRO CED URE 
In this work the phase boundaries were establi heel by 
microscopic examination of carefully homogenized alloys. 
The pha e were identified by mean of X-ray diffraction. 
D etail relating to the equi-pm ent used and to the melting 
and homogeniz ing procedure followed throughou t the work 
were reported by Manly and B eck (L'Cference 1). Molyb-
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lenum in the form of a %-inch-diam I:.er rod was used to make 
lip the alloys. The lo t analyses of the elecLrolytic chromimn, 
of Lhe cobal t rondelles, and of the nickel used arc given in 
table I. 
Most of the alloys were melted in Alundmn crucibles, 
excep t for 34 alloys mel ted in zirconia and tabilized zirconia 
cru cibles at the beginning of the work. The type of crucible 
used to melt each alloy is Ii ted in table II. E arly in Lhe 
work it wa found that molybdenum-bearing alloy were 
u ceptible to zirconimn pickup. Thi was confirmed by 
emiquanLitative pectrographic analy i. The u e of zir-
conia and tabilized zirconia cru ible wa , therefore, di -
contioued , and all ub equ nt alloy were melted in Alundmn 
cru cible. The zirconimn pickup is treated in greater detail 
und er "Di cu ion." 
The ingots were generally found to be free of exce ive 
segreaaLion, except in a few isolated cases di cu ed later . 
pecim ns for homogenization and subsequen t micro copic 
and X-ray analysi were taken from the bottom ection of 
each ingot. Immediately ad jacent example were u ed for 
chemical analy i . All pecimen which consi ted mainly of 
the fac e-centered cubic (alpha) olid solution were double-
forged prior to homogenization. This double-forging treat-
ment consi ted of heating the pecimen at 1,200° 0 for ~f 
hour, forging, reb eating at 1,200 0 for }f hour, and forging 
again. With tills preliminary treatment alpha alloy were 
ea ily homogenized by annealing at 1,200° 0 for 4 hours. 
Alpha alloy containing more than about 20 percent of any 
second phase were too britt.le to be forged. Specimens from 
ll ch alloy were homogenized for 95 to 150 hour at 1,200° O. 
All pe imen \·vere quenched directly into cold tap water. 
IL is very important that the oxygen be removed from the 
furnace atmo phere in willch alloys containing molybdenum 
arc being annealed, becau e of the extremely rapid rate of 
oxidation of these alloys at high temperatures. It is believed 
that the homogenizing treatments used gave very nearly 
equilibrium conditions, except in a few cases to be discussed 
laLer, because con tinued annealing, willch in some cases was 
extended up to 200 hour, r suIted in no detectable further 
change in the microstructm . 
After homogenization a powder for X-ray analy i wa 
Laken from each specimen, by either filing or crushing, de-
pending on the brittleness of the alloy, and the remaining 
piece wa prepared for micro copic examination to detect the 
pre enc or ab ence of a second phase. The phase bound-
arie were thus determined by the di appearing pha e 
method. 
IL wa found nece ary to vary the etching procedure 
considerably, according to the composition of the alloy_ 
(1) The following etchants were u ed ucce sfully Lo 
differentiate between the variou pha e : 
H ydrochloric acid, mill ili ters _____ _ 
Nitr ic acid, miJlili teL ___ __ 
Glycerin, milliliters _____ __ _ 
Cup ric chloride, milligram ____ _ 
. 0 
O. 5 
2. 0 
_ _ _ _ _ 50 to 150 
The freshly polished specimen 'was either immer cd in Lh 
etchant for everal minutes, 01', for more rapid attack, 
wabbed with coLLon aluraled with the etcbant. Tili 
etchant \Va u eel only Lo reveal the strucLure of t.h alpha 
phase; grain boundarie , annealing twins, an I Lean formaLion 
striations became apparent, and any second-pha e part i les 
pre en t 'were clearly delineated. It was not po ible, how-
ever , 1:.0 identify whi ch econd phas was present by u ing 
this etchan t alone. 
(2) Th e following el ctrolytic etcbing and taining pro-
cedure wa u cd wiLh alloy in the cbromium-nickel-molyb-
denmn ternary y tem: 
Oxalic acid, grams ________ _ 
Distilled wate r, milliliters __ _ 
Cathode ____ ______ ______ _ 
Vo ltage, volt (d-c. ) _____ _ 
Electrode spacing, inclL _ 
Temperature, oC _______ _ 
Time, seconds __ ________ _ 
8 
92 
tai n less tee I 
6 
1 
_ _ _ 20 to 30 
to 10 
The specimen wa remov d from t he ctchina bath and im-
mediately immersed for 10 to 20 econds inLo a staining 
solution con i ting of 5 grams of pota sium permanganate 
and 5 gram of odiLLm hydroxid e dissolved in 90 milliliter of 
di ti lled water . Till eLching and staining method worked well 
witb the ep ilon pha e. Grain boundaries became evident 
and the characteristic Widmanstatten precipitate of sigma 
in the epsilon pha e, wh en present, became clearly recog-
nizable. The ep ilon phase was tained a very ligb t tan 
color, or a darker brown when the WidmansLaLten precipitate 
was present. The alpha phase always remainedlmattacked 
and un tained. Th clu-omilm1-nickcl-mol.rbdenwn ternary 
igma phase alway Lained, and a faint LrucLure was some-
t imes brought out in thi pba c. The color of tbe stain on 
the igma phase varied from bright green or red to purple. 
The grain boundaries of the ternary P pha e were atta ked 
and thi pha e, too, wa alway tained, the color varying 
from green to red and orange. The delLa phase was gen-
erally very unevenly attacked and either did not tain or 
stained an uneven browni h color_ Grain boundarie were 
r evealed in the delta pha e. With clll'omium-nickel-molyb-
denmn alloys great uccess was experienc d in differentiating 
between epsilon, siama, and alpha when the e phases co-
existed. A a re ult of this, it was po ible to locate the 
corner of the three-phase alpha-plus-epsilon-plu - igma field 
on the alpha boundary by metallographic means. Even 
when present as small particles in an alpha maLrix, sigma 
con isten tly tained a brilliant color, whereas Lhe epsilon 
pbase never stained more than a light tan color. IL was 
difficult to distinguish between minor amounts of the igma 
and the P phases in an alpha matrix becau e of tbeir similar 
staining characteristic. However , when sigma and P were 
adjacen t in the ame alloy, it wa possible to di tingui hone 
pha e from the oth 1". Final identification, of course, wa 
made by mean of X-ray analysi . 
(3) The electrolytic oxalic-acid etchant de cribed above 
proved unsatisfactory for cbromium-cobalt-molybdenmn 
alloys_ The following electrolytic etcbant, u cd in con-
junction with the previou ly described stainina olution, was 
u ed wi th satisfactory result : 
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Conccntrated phosphori c acid, mi ll ili tc r. _ 
Di tilled water, millili ters ____ _ 
Cathode _________ _ 
Voltage, volts (d-c.) __ __ _ 
E lectrode spacing, inch __ _ 
Temperature, °C ___ _____ _ 
Time, seconds ____ _ _ 
Stainle 
5 
95 
steel 
6 
1 
20 to 30 
10 to 15 
The alpha phase was lightly attacked but remained un-
tained. The sigma phase was lightly attacked and tained 
color varying from orange to blue or purple. A fine 
Widmanstatten precipitaLe wa ometime ob erved in the 
igma pha e. The chromium-cobalt-molybdenum Lernary 
R pha e was unattacked, but this pha e stained yellow to 
rusty brown. The mu pha e was attacked and usually 
stained pale blue or did not tain at all . Grain boundaries 
and tiny annealing twins were ob erved in the mu phase. 
igma, R , and alpha were ea ily distingui hed from each 
other when the e phases occurrcd together in the am e 
alloy, but small particles of igma were indi Linguishable 
from small particles of ei ther the R or the mu pha e in an 
alpha matrix. The mu pha e was readily differentiated 
from R . 
(4) It was necessary to decrca e tbe acidity of Lhe pho -
pboric-acid electrolyte and increase the alkalinity of the 
alkaline permanganate staining olution in ord l' to differen-
tiate ucce fully bet lVeen the delta and the mu pha e in 
cobalt-nickel-molybdenum alloy. Th e following olution 
was u ed: 
Concentrated phosphoric acid, milliliters ____ _____ 2. 5 
Di tilled water , milliliters_ __ _ _ _ ___ ___ _____ 97.5 
E tching condition were the arn e a those for procedurc 3. 
The pecimen IVa t hen imm ersed into a taining solution 
con taming 20 grams of odiwn hydroxide and 5 gram of 
potas ium permanganate dissolved in 75 milliliters of eli -
tilled water. The alpha pha e was lightly attacked but 
r emained unstained. The delta phase was unevenly at-
tacked, grain boundaries being revealed, and was tained 
dark green or blue. The mu phase wa more evenly a t-
tacked; grain boundaries and occasional twins were evident. 
The mu phase stained a number of different color , appar-
ently depending upon the orientation, each grain or twin 
howing only one color. With this etching procedure it was 
possible to detect small amounts of the mu phase in a matrix 
of delta but, because of Lhe wide varia tion of color from 
grain to grain in Lhe mu pha e, i t wa not po ible to identify 
small amount of delta in a matrix of the mn pha e. This 
difficulty of microscopically identifying small amounts of 
th e del ta phase in a matrix of mu was circumvented by the 
use of an X-ray method to determine the solubility limit of 
ni ckel in the mu pha e. In a plot of the d value for one 
high-angle diffraction line in a series of mu all 0." a a 
function of t he nickel contenL, the olubility limit j indi-
cated where the slope of t he curve becomes zero . 
The powders for X-ray analysis were ealed under vacuum 
in fu sed-quartz cap ules fl.nd annealed at 1,200° 0 for ~ hour. 
The capsules were then quenched directly in to cold tap 
water. The powders were mounted on 1- by I-inch cards 
with a colloidal glue, and a diffraction pattern wa taken in an 
a ymmetrical focusing camera of 20-centimeter diameter , 
u ing unfiltered hromium radiation at milliampere and 
30 kilovolt. Thus, the identity of the phases pre ent in 
each homogenized alloy was confirmed by X-ray diffraction . 
However , the X-ray method of identification wa found 
relatively in ensitive to small amounts of a second phase, 
especially in alloy having an alpha matrix. This difficulty 
wa surmounted partially by careful preparation of the 
powder . A large quantity of filings was collected from th e 
pecimen to in ure obtaining a repre entative sample. The 
minor phase wa O'enerally much more brittle than the alpha 
matri.x and had a much smaller particle ize. It was con-
centrated by sieving the powder to 200 me h. Only the 
finest powder from the sample was used to prepare the X-ray 
specimen. In handling thi fine powder precaution were 
necessary in order to avoid losing any of the minor phase. 
For example, the original fIling had to be collected on fl. 
smooth tracing paper 01' Oelluloid, to which the powder will 
not adhere and from which the fine powder may be ea ily 
recovered. 
An X-ray method of locating three-phase-field corners on 
the alpha phase boundary, as de cl'ibed previously by 
Manly and Beck (reference 1), wa u ed in this work to 
supplement the micro copic result . The method con ists 
of plotting the lattice parameters of the aturated alpha 
alloys a a function of composition. The three-phase-field 
corner i u ually indicated by a rather sharp change in the 
slope of the curve. The la ttice parameters for these plo ts 
were determined by taking back-reflection diffraction 
patterns from the urface of micro p cimen known to be 
aturated alpha. Flat film and a collimating y tern of 
I-millimet r diamet I' were u ed. B u ing unfiltered 
chromium radia tion and a pecimen-to-film di tance of 29.54 
millimeter, the chromium Ka r eflection from the (220) 
plane and the chromium KI1 r efl ection from the (311) 
planes of the alpha pha e were recorded. mooth circles 
were obtained by rotating the specimen about an axi 
parallel to that of the collimating system but offset from it. 
The lattice parameter determined from each of the e lines 
was plotted again t cos28(2 co 28- 1) and extrapolated to 
8= 90° in order to eliminate systematic errol' . 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 
The experimental data for all alloy inve tigated are given 
in table III to VI. The 1,200° 0 isothermal ection for 
the cobalt-nickel-molybdenum, chromium-cobalt-molybde-
num, and chromium-nickel-molybdenum ternary systems and 
the solubility limit of the alpha pha e in the 2.5-, 5-, 10-, and 
20-percent-molybdenum quaternary ections, as shown in 
fIgures 1 to , were drawn in acco rdance with the e data. 
The amount of each pha e, as e timated microscopically in the 
homogenized tructul'e, is tabulated together with corre -
ponding X-ray diffraction data for each alloy. The amount 
of the pha s, correspondinO' to the pha e diagrams, are also 
given for compari on. For alloy which weI' chemically 
analyzed the content in acid in oluble mat~rial wa deter-
mined and found to vary from nil to a few tenth of 1 percent. 
The composition of hemically analyzed alloys reported in 
the tables were corrected to 100-percent-metal con tent. 
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FIGURE I.-Tbe 1,200· 0 isotberma l section of cobalt-nickel-molybdenum ternary systcm. 
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FIGURE 2.- '1'hc 1,200° C isothermal section of cobalt-nickel-molybdenum ternary system with alloy compositions indicated. 
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FIGUR E 3.-The 1,200· 0 isothermal section of chromium·cobalt-molybdenu m ternary system. 
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Co 
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FIGUIIE 4.- '1'hc 1,200° C isotbermal section of chromium·cobalt-molybdenum ternary system with alloy compOSitions indicated. 
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F igure 5.-'l'be 1.200· C isothermal section of chromium-nickel-molybdcnum ternary system. 
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Ni 
Weight percent chromium Weight percent nickel 
Cr 10 20 30 4 0 50 80 90 Mo 
Weight percent molybdenum 
FIGURE 6.- The 1,200° C isothermal section of chromium-nickel-molybdcnum ternary sy tern with alloy compositions indicatc<l. 
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Co 
Weight percent chromium Weight percent cobal t 
Cr 
Weight percent nickel 
Ni 
FIGURE 7.-Alpba·phase·field boundary at 1,200° C in cbrorniwn·cobalt·nickel·molybdenwn quaternary ystcm for constant molybdenum contents of 2.5,5,10, and 20 percent. 
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Co 
Weight percenl chromium Weight percenl cobolt 
Cr 10 Nt 
Weight percent nickel 
FIGURE S.-Alpha phase-field boundary at 1,200° C in chrom ium-cobalt-nickcl-molybdenum quuternary systcm for constant molybdcn um con tcn ts of 2.5,5, 10, and 20 percent witb lIoy com-
positions indicated . 
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PHA ES 
The variou phases identified in this investigation and the 
metallographi c characteri tic of each phase ar de cl'ibed 
in the following paragraphs. 
Alpha.- The alpha pha e, which form the matrix of most 
of the practically important high-temperature alloys, i ba ed 
on oliel olution of the face- ntcred cubic element obalt; 
and ni ckel. Thi pha e, being relatively soft and ductile , 
was ea ily hot-forged, and alpha alloy rich in nickel could 
be cold-worked to om xtent. Reagent 1 wa u ed to 
reveal Lhe microstructure of tbe alpba phase. The structure 
is Lypical of most face-centered cubic solid olution , howing 
cquiaxccl grains and nlill1.CrOUS annealing twins. In alpha 
alloy containing mall amoun t of a econd phase a greaL 
grain-i ze contra t wa omeLime een. uch" duplex" 
sLrucLure's undoubtedly occur a a result of the inhibition 
d reoL of small second-phase particles on grain growth 
(reference 17). pon cooling, pure cobalt is known Lo 
tran form from the face-center ed cubic to the hexagonal 
do e-packed tructure by a marten itic tran formation 
(referenc ) . In cobalt-ri ch alpha olid solution the 
beginning of this tran formation i manifested in the micro-
Lru ture by the pre ence of stria Lion , as illu trated in figW"e 
9. Th e e transformaLion Lriation were al 0 ob erved in 
aLuraLed cobalt-molybdenum an i cobalt-chromium alpha 
alloy a,nel in quaternary alph a alloys rich in cobal t. Addi-
tion beyond about 15 percent nickel to cobalt-molybdenum 
and 30 p ercent nickel to cobalt-chromium satW"ated alpha 
alloy eem to suppre the t ran formation, a evidenced by 
the ab ence of striation in the microstructure. 
Nlicl"o pecim ens of alloy containing alpha in addition to 
any Othm' phases exhibited a pronoun ced relief effect in the 
as-polisbe i and unetched condition. The relief is due to the 
large differonce in hardne s between alpha and the pha es 
which coexist with it at 1 ,200 ° C. In un etched mim'o-
specimen the alpha pba e had a sligbLly amber or yellowish 
F iGU RE 9.- AlIo ), 290 conta ining 3 .02 percent chromium, 44.85 percen i co ba lt, 14 .63 percent 
mekel, and 2.5 percent molybdcnulll. Etched ac.cordin\( to proccdurc I; sma ll particles 
~w~~ond phase III an alpba matri x; tra nsformatIOn sLrlaiions re \-ea led in alpha phase; 
tin t, while the other pha es appeared white. Figw'e 10 
shows a banded tructUl"e which was obs~rved in alloy con-
sisting of approximately equal amounts of the alpha and 
rnn phases. FiO"Ul'e 11 illustrates the general hape and 
distribution of minor amoun L of alpha in a matrix of the 
sigma phase. This is typical of the distribution of minor 
amolmts of alpha in all pba es. Alloy wbich con i ted of 
larger amounts of alpha coexisting with any of the otber 
phases exhibited micro trLlcturc imilar to the on shown in 
figure 12. Data :from a typical X-ray diffraction pattern of 
the alpha pba 0 arc giv('n in table VII. Eviclmc(' that pro-
felTed ori entation may oeeur in forged and al1J1<'alcd alpha 
alloy wa found in orn(' of tl1<' haek-l·('O('('[.ion p ictures 
Laken hom the sLr.ofaee of miero peeim cns. 
,·' r(; U1U!: IO.- A lloy 44 3 contain ing 2;' perc"'IlL coball , 2;' p('!"{'('nt lIi ckC' l , and 50 prrc('ni mol y b· 
dcnum. E Lchrci according to pro ' .. 'dl lnl " hut RL<:\in olllill N I' alpha phase (l.rnl.ngcd in 
band ed dcndritic pa iLcnl in ma Lr ix of 11111 phase; )(250. ' 
}' JGU nE II .- Alloy 608 contnining.23 .5 percent chromium , 39 percent nickel, and 37.5 percent 
mol ybdenum . Etched and stall1cd aceordll1 g to procedu re 2' minor amowlls of unsta ined 
nlpba ill matrix of stain cd sigma phase; X250. ' 
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F 1C l' RE 12.-Alloy 467 con ta inin g 10 pcrcen t chromium, 55 percent nickel, and 35 perct'nt 
molybdellum . E tched according to proced ure 2 but ta in omi ttcd; typica l distribution 
of minor a moilllts of P phase in ma trix of a lpha; X 250. 
Epsilon.- The body-cen tered cubic ep iion phase at 1,200° 
C is ba cd on olid solutions of chromium and molybdenum. 
Within the composition r anges investigated in this work, 
the epsilon phase was encountered only in the ehromium-
nickel-molybdenum tern ary isothermal section where it 
coexist with the alpha and igm a pha e and in quaternm y 
alloys containing Ie t han abou t 3 per cen t molybdenum 
ncar t he chromium-ni ckel side of the cliao-ram, where it 
coexi ts with alpha. vVhen etched and stained a cording to 
procedure 2, the microstructure of the epsilon pha e was 
clearly revealed. This pha e stained a light tan color and, 
in this work, a characteristic \~ridmanstattell type of pre-
cipitate was always ob erved in the lar"" equiaxed g-rains of 
the epsilon phase, with th e exception of epsilon coexi ting 
with alpha in alloys ncar the clu·omium-nickel binary side 
of the diagram. 'Ihis Widm an tatten precipitate was pl e-
viously foun d in chromium-rich alloy in the epsilon pha e 
field of both the chromium-cobalt-nickel and the ehromium-
cobalt-iron ternary i othermal section at 1,200° (refer-
ences 1 and 2) and was ident ified in both ca_es a being the 
sigma phase. In the present work, too , it has been con-
cluded that the Widman tatten precipitate consi t of th e 
sigma phase. In epsilon alloys very ncar to the corn er of 
the three-pha e alpha-epsilon-sigma field in the chromium-
nickel-m olybdenum tel'l1ary isothermal ection , t he Wid-
manstatien precipit ate in th ep ilon pha e is extremely 
h avy. (ee fig. 13.) The op ilon phase wa easily di -
tin,,"uished fcom alpha or igma, either by the precipitate in 
ep ilon or by it tan color, when tained (procedure 2), ince 
the alpha phase remains unstained and the sigma phase 
stain to a brilliant color. Figure 14 is an exampl of tui , 
wher~ the three phases arc een to coexi t. This alloy was 
slightly deformed prior to microscopic examin a tion. ote 
th e severe cracks in the heavily stained sigma and the few 
cracks in the lightly stained ep ilon. T able VIII give the 
FIGURE 13.- Alloy 599 containing 65 percpnt chromiu m, 22 perc('n t nickel, and 13 percen t 
moly bdenum . Etched and sta ined accord ing io procedure 2; hea vy W idmnnstliltcn 
preCipi tate of sigma in epsilon ph" e; dar k ox ide inclusions and gra in boundaries sho\m 
in epsilon p hasc; X500. 
• 
·c 
FIOURE H .- Alloy 600 containing 48.5 percen t chromium, 45.4 percent nickel, a nd 6. 1 percent 
molybden um. Etched and stained according to pl·ocedure 2; hca vily stained and severely 
crocked parUcles of sigma plus lighUy stained cpsilon witb few crocks in. ma trix of illl ' 
stained alpha pbasc; X250. 
data from a typical X-ray cli:ffraetion pattern of the epsilon 
phase. 
Sigma.- The igma pha i an extr emely brittle inter-
metallic pha e which , in this inve tigation, occurred in the 
1,200° isotherm al sections of the chromium-cobalt-
molybd num and clU'omium-niekcl-molybdonum t ernary 
sy terns, as well as in chromium- obalt-nickel-molybdenum 
quatern ary alloy containing up to 20 percent molybdenum. 
The sigma phases in these, as in other systems, arc iso-
morphous. R ecent inves tigation on ingle cry tals of the 
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chromium-cobalt and iron-chromium sigma phase have 
yield d information showing that the cry tal cla of sigma 
i teLragonaP Microspecimon from igma alloys invariably 
howed rack as a result of th briLtlenes of Lhe pha e. 
Quali tatively, ingot of chromium-nickcl-molybdenum ter-
nary ia-ma alloys did not seem to be quite 0 briLtle as 
ehromium-cobalt-molybdenum sigma alloy in that they did 
not hatter quite 0 easily. Ingots of chl'omium-cobalL-
molybdenum sigma alloys were 0 brittle that they haLtere l 
when ch'oppcd to the fioor. Etching and tainina- the 
chromium-nickel-molybdenum ternary sigma phase was 
accompli h d by following procedure 2 . Prolonacd otchina-
brought out faintly the grain boundaries in sigma, as hown 
in figuro 15. It i intere ting to noLe that, in pecimen 
which consisted almost ent irely of Lhe igma phase, the color 
of the tain on sigma wa very light, whereas mas ivc parti-
cl e of iama in a matlix of ome other pha e always Lainecl 
a brilliant color. The rca on for t his i not clearly uncle'''-
stood. In the two-phase igma-plus-P field of the clu'omi um-
nickel-molybdenum y tern at 1,2000 ,the grains of these 
two pha es were very intimately arranged 0 that grain 
boundarie seemed to corrc pond to pha e boundaries. 
This is illu trated in figuro 16. The micro Lructure of 
chromium-cobalt-molybdenum alloy in which the sigma 
phase coexi ted with minor amounLs of the alpha 01' R pba e 
wa be t revealed by etching and taining, as outlined in 
proceduro 3. Th grain boundaries of the sigma pha e 
woro not attacked, but a cattored Widmanstiitt n pr'-
eipitate was somotime b1'otlO"ht out. (See fig. 17.) Tho 
identity of this procipiLate i not known. 
igma coexist with tho alpha, epsilon, and R phases j 
randomly eli tributed particles and with tho ep ilon pha e in 
somo case a a Widman tiitten precipitate. Small particles 
of the ig:ma phase which precipitated along the grain bound-
a1'ie from a upersaturaled chromium-cobalt-molybdenum 
alpha alloy arc ~bown in figLU'O 1. Etching pl'ocedur~ 3 
wa us cl; consequently, tho trllctlll" of tha alpha was not 
rovealed. Data from typical X-ray diffraction paLLern of 
the chromium-nickel-molybdenum and chromium-cobal-
molybd num igma phase are li Led in table IX. It i seen 
from a comparison of the two patterns that tbe e sigma 
pba aI ('. iflommpho ll fl. 
Delta.- olid solution ba eel on the nickel-molybdenum 
delta phas are formed in the 1,200° 0 i othermal ection 
of the chromium-nickel-molybclenmn and cobalt-nickcl-
molybdenum ternary sy tems. The crystal tructme of 
the delta pha e is not known. Thi pha e 1 hard and 
brittle, althoua-h not nearly 0 brittle a the igma phase. 
Ingot of alloys consi ting mainly of the d lta pha e 
could not be broken by a harp blow with a hammer. 
Fine crack were ometimes een in the microstruetme, 
which wa revealed by etching procedure 4. The e 
cracks probably originated dming the preliminary grind-
ing of the microspecimen. Figur 19 is a photomicro-
graph of an alloy of lelta with minor amolmts of alpha and 
mu. This specimen was etched and stained according to 
, Reference 1 ; also pri vate communication from Drs. J. S. KaspCr, B. 1". Decker, and 
J. R. Delanger, Q ncral EI clric Researcb Laboratory. 
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FI GU RE 15.-Alloy 602 conta inin g- 25 percent chromiu m, 27.5 p<'rcC'nt nick(' i, and ·Ji.S p('rccnt 
molybdenum. Etched and sta ined accord in g to procedure 2i grai n bounda ries rc\"ca lcd 
in cracked ma Iri x of sigma phase; X500. 
• , /\ ",~,,,,,,,,/ \L-79203 
FIGU RE t6.- Alloy 492 con ta ining 20 percent ch romium , 30 percent nickel, and 50 percent 
mol ybdenum. Etched and s ta ined accord ing to procedure 2; particles of sigma phase 
clearly delinea ted in ma lri x of P phase; grain boundarie revealed ; XI ,OOO. 
procedure 4. Note the large grain of delta and th much 
smaller grain of mu which are tained to variou colors and 
exhibit occasional tiny annealing twins. The alpha par-
ticles are slightl roughened but remained unstaine 1 and 
appear white. A the amount of the mu pha e oexi ting 
with delta inerea es, it becomes increa ingly difficult to 
di tinguish between tho two phase. In ehromium-nickel-
molybclenwn alloys on i ting largely of delta, no difficulty 
wa experienced in cliff rentiating between the delta and P 
phase. Small particles of th P phase in a matrix of delta 
are shown infia-ure 20. Data from a typi al X-ray diffrac-
tion pattern of the delta pha e are list d in table X. 
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FJ(:URE 17.-Alloy 392 containing 52.6 percent chromium, 41.4 percenl coba lt, and 6 p rcent 
molybdenum. Etched and stained according to procedure 3; scattered \\"idmanslHtten 
precipitate in matrix of sigma phase; identity of pr eipitate unkno\m; X500. 
, 
f , 
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FIr.t' RE 18.- Allo), 471 containing 28.83 percent chromi um, 64. percent cobalt, and 6.37 
percent molybdenum. Etched and stained according to procedure 3; small particles of 
stained sigma phase outlining grains of unstained a lpha phase; X 500. 
Mu.- In Lhe presenL work sol iel solutions ba eel on Lhe 
intermediate cobalt-molybdenum epsilon phase were renamed 
mLl to avoid con tradiction in the nomenclature . Thi 
phase occurs in the 1,200° C isothermal ction of the 
chromimn-cobalt-molybdenum and cobalt-nickel-molybde-
num ternary systems. The mu phase also coexists with 
alpha in chromium-cobalt-ni ckel-molybdenum quaternal'Y 
alloy from at lea t 17 to 20 percent molybdenum 
ncar the cobalt-nickd side of the diagram. Thc crystal 
strllctme of the mu phase can be described a hexagonal 01' 
rhombohedral (refcrcnce 11 ) . This phase is isomorphou 
with the COITe ponding intermediate phase in the i1'on-
molybdemun, iron-tuna- ten, and cobalt-tung ten binary 
systems (reference 11). Ingots of mu alloys di played 
FIGURE 19.-Alloy 522 containing 10 percent cobalt, 32 percent nickel, and 58 percent molyb· 
denum. Etcb d and stained according to procedure 4; minor amounts of unstauled (white) 
a lpba phase plus sma II grains of mu phase stained to various colors and sbowiug occasional 
annealing twins in matrix of dclta pbase; dclta pbase wlevenly attacked and bea vily stained; 
X500. 
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FIGUIlE 20.- Alloy 626 cont.ainiu g 4 percent chromium , 36.5 percent nickel ... and 59.5 percent 
molybd enum . Etehcd and stained according to procedure 2; traces of J:' phase in ma trix 
ofdelt.a; grain boundarics in delta phase very fainUy visible; Xl,500. 
physical characteristic similar to those of ingots of delta 
alloy. A macro tructul'C was generally vi ible, without 
etching, on the mface of the ingot. The macro tructure 
wa either granular or dendritic in natme. No relief effect 
was observed in as-polished and unetched microspecimens 
containing minor amounts of the delta 01' R phases in a 
matrL\: of mlL, indica ting that these phas s have nearly tbe 
same hardness. In attcmpting to reveal clearly the micro-
tructure of the mu phase it was found that large areas 
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throughout the peeim n were preferentially attacked, 
giving one the impl'e ion that the alloy contained two 
pha es wh n actually there wa only one. (Tili wa 
'proved repeatedly by careful X-ray diffraction studies.) 
AHer experimenting with various etching technique, all 
with the same result, it was concluded that the prderen tial 
attack i an orientation effect. Figme 21 how the struc-
tme of a typical mu alloy. Thi peeimen \Va etched 
according to procechu' 4 but the tain was omitte l. 
The mu phase coexists with the lelta and R pha s in 
randomly distributed particles. A banded structm e in 
alloys of mu plu alpha ha been discu cd and iliu trated 
previou ly in figUl'e 10. Table XI give the data from a 
typical X-ray diffraction pattern of the mu pha e. 
P phase.- The P phase was di COy red in the 1,200° C 
i othermal section of th chromium-nickel-molybdenum 
ternary sy tem. Thi phase is not known to occur in any 
of the three binary y tems at any temperature. The 
cry tal tructUl"e of the P plla e \\~as not determined. Alloys 
of P were hard and brittle, having mueh the ame physical 
characteristics a alloy of the chromium-nickel-molybdenum 
ternary igma phase. NumeroL! cracks were ob erved 
under the microscope, as in the ca e of the ternary igma 
phase. Grain boundarie in the P phase were attacked when 
etched by procedure 2, and this etchant also produced tain 
colors varying from green to red and orange. Becau e of 
the imilarity in micro tructures and staining character-
i tics of the P and igma phase, it was difficult to di tingui h 
between them micro copically. In figme 22, minor amounts 
of igma and P are seen in an alpha matrix. igma i stained 
darker than P, but th contrast is slight. Small particle 
of the delta or alpha pha es could ea ily be identifi.ed in a 
matri."X of the P pha e. Data from a typical X-ray diffrac-
tion pattern of the P pha e are given in table XII. 
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FIGURE 21.-AIIoy 550 containing 22.74 pcrcent cobalt, 1 .77 percent njckcl, and ' .49 pcrcent 
molybdenum. Etched according to procedw-e 4 but stain omitted; structure of mu pbase; 
preferential attack probably due to orientation effect; xsoo. 
FIGURE 22.-AIIoy 669 contain ing 22 pcrcent chromium, 49 percent nickcl, and 29 percent 
molybdenum. Etched and stained according to procedure 2; minor amounts Of sigma and 
P phases (both stained) in unstained Illatrix of alpha phase; slight contrast between sigma 
and P particles; X500. 
R phase.- The R pha e was discovered in the 1,200° C 
isothermal ection of the chromium-co baIt-molybdenum 
ternary sy tern. The crystal structure of the R pha e was 
not determined. Ingot of alloy which consisted of the 
R phase had about the same physical characteristic as delta 
and mu alloy ingot. When etched and tained according 
to procedul"e 3, the R pha e wa unattacked but stained 
yellow to ru ty brown. mall quantities of the sigma, 
mu, or alpha pha e in a matri.x of R were easily identified 
microscopically. FigLll'e 23 how alpha and a few particle 
of the sigma phase in a matrix of the R phase. The sigma 
,/ 
I 
~cf 
. L-7~ 
FIGURE 23.-AlJoy 605 containing 1 .5 perc nt cllromium, 45.5 p rcent cobalt, and 36 pcrcent 
molybdenu m. Etched and stained according to procedure 3; small particles of stained 
sigma plus minor amounts of unstained (white) alp ba pba'e in stained matrix of R pbase; 
XSOO. 
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Flce,," 21. .\110), 513 cont"inin~ IU.88 percent chromium, 49.i ' percent cobalt, and 30.34 
pcrccnlllloiyhurllum. Etched alld s tained according w procedure 3; phC\S(' contrast shown 
in three·phase alpha·sigma·H alloy; alpha is unstained (w hite), sigma is stained (darkest), 
and R is ligh tly stained ; X500. 
particles \\'ere tained but not so clearly delineated a un-
tamed alpha particlr. The contra t achieved by procedul"e 
3 i furthrr iIlu tratrcl in figure 24, w11rre larger amount of 
alph a anci igma coexi t in a matrix of the R phasr. Data 
from a typical X-ray diffraction pattern of the R phase are 
presen ted in table XIII. 
Impurity phases.- Thrce main im.puriLy phases were ob-
ervrcl in the microstructure of alloy investigated in th i 
work. r.letailic oxidr inclusion (mostly chromium oxide) 
\\-ere pre ent m the alloys in varying amount. The clu'omi-
um-rich epsilon alloy showed the high e t number of oxide 
inclusions, while alloys rich in nickel and molybdenum 
showrd the lea t. }. fetallic oxide inclusions are easily 
recogn ized in as-polish ed and unetched microstructmes. 
They are generally unattacked by etchants. Chromium-
oxide particles arc vi ible in figure 13 which j an ep ilon 
alloy etched to bring out the Widmllnstatten precipitate 
of igma. 
Another impuriLy pha e appeared in some alloys whic]1 
were melLed in zirconia or stabilized zirconia crucibles. The 
amount or Uli impurity phase was observed to bc especially 
high in an alloy whieh had been sli o-hLly overheaLed clLuing 
melting in a sLabilized zirconia crucible. Thc specimen had 
been forgcd and homogenized aL 1,200° C for 4 homs. 
Tho micro tructuro showed small amounts of igma second 
pha, e associated wi[,h a dark eLching phaso in a network 
outlin ing the grains of alpba, sugac Ling a eutectic origin. 
This structurc is illu LraLed in figuro 25. Thi alloy was 
analyzed by q uan Li LaL ive spec trographic analysis and was 
found to contain more than 1.00 percent zirconium. It. 
was concluded thaL the impmi Ly phase re ulLed from the 
reacLion beLween the molybdenum-conLaining liquid metal 
and the crucible. 
MinuLo amounLs of a bright yellow impmiLy phase wero 
found in all alloys which were melted in zirconia or stabilized 
FI OU HI<:; 25.- Alloy 376 co nta ining 3S.iG pl'rceni chromiulll, 31.2 p rcent. coba lt., 27.54 percent 
nickel, and 2.5 percellt molybdenum. Etched lightly according to procedur 1; dark etch-
ing zirconium impurity phase associated with small second-phase particle' o f Sigma in 
matrix of alpha phase; X2,OOO. 
zirconia crucibles. It is belioved thaL thi impul'i y, too, 
re ulted from zirconium pickup by Lhe alloy. pecLro-
graphic analysi of an alloy molted in an Alundum crucible 
revealed no aluminum pickup. Microscopic ob crvation 
(lid not show any impuriLy connecLed with aluminum in 
any alloy melted in an Alundum crucible. All alloy in the 
latter pai'L or Lhis \VOl] were mel cd in Alundum crucibles. 
PHASE DlAG RAM 
The various phase diagram dotermined in Lhe pre ent 
work arc de m'ibed in th e following paragraph. 
Cobalt-nickel -molybdenum ternary system at 1,200° C.-
T he 1,200° isothermal section of the cabal L-nickel-
molybden um ternary sy Lem , a drawn from alloy data 
listed in Lable III, i pr enLed in figure 1. For conveniencc, 
Lhc same diagram wiLh tho alloy composition indicated i 
11o\\'n in figlU"e 2. Within the compo iLion range inve ti-
gated, only olid solutions of the pha e known from the 
binary systems were found; no Lemary phases occur. \.bout 
t "'o- third of the diaaram i covered by the alpha phase 
fi.eld and the two-phase alpha-plus-mu field. The mu 
pha 0 field penetrate deep into tb temary i oLhermal 
ecLion, roughly parallel to the cobalt-nickel side. Limited 
solid soluLions of delta coexist with the mu and alpha pbase 
in two nanow two-pba 0 fields. Upba, delLa, and mu 
coexi t in a thl'ee-pha e field pointino- toward Lh nickel 
corner of the diagram. 
The face-centered cubic solid oluLions ba cd on the cobalt-
nickel alpha phase exLend to 36 percent molybdenum on tbe 
n ic.kel-molybdenum side and to 22.5 percen t molybdenum 
on the cobal t-molybdenum ide of the diagram. Thi is 
in good agreement wiLh Lhe publi heel nickel-molybdcnum 
and cobalL-molybdenum binary y Lems. The solubility 
limit of tho alpha pha in the ternary isothermal section is 
lightly concave, running from the cobalt-molybdenum side 
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Lo Lhe comer of Lho th1' e-phase alpha-delta-mu field (point 
10, fig. 1) , and almost a straigh t line from tho corn el' of the 
three-pha e field to the nickol-m olybdenum binary diagram. 
The corner of the three-phaso field on the alpha boundary 
(poinL 10, fig . 1) is placed at 10 percent cobalt, 35 percent 
molybdenum , and 55 percent nickel. This poin t was located 
by combin d micl'oscopic and X-ray data. Alloy 627 OD-
tainecl very mall amounts of both the delta and mu pha es. 
In ordc'c to check the micro copic finding ,the lattice param-
eter of aturated alpha alloy along the boundary were 
plotted a a function of cobalt conten t. The comer of the 
three-pha e field is usually indicated by a udden change in 
the lope of the parameter curv. This plo t is pres nted in 
fi o-ul'e 26 from data listed in table XIV. It is evident from 
figure 26 that the general effect of cobalt going into oEd 
olut ion in the sat Ira ted nickel-molybdenum alpha pha e is 
to contract the lat icc. nfortunatcly, however, there were 
not nough points on the parameter CUl've to locate the cu p 
accurately. The point at which the parameter curve sud-
denly change slope wa definitely located by determining 
the parameter of the alpha participating in the three-ph a e 
field. ince the composition of the alpha is con tant any-
where in the three-pha e field , the lattice parameter is al 0 
constant. The composition cOl'l'esponding to this point 
on the parameter CUl've (point 10, fig. 26) gi es the location 
of the thr e-pha e-field corn el'. Within the limits of experi-
mental accuracy, thi point lies between 9.50 and 10.50 
percent cobal t . This result is in excellent ao-reement with 
the micro co pic findings. T est were made on the repro-
ducibility of parameter mea Ul'ement on the same alloy. 
The lattice parameter of an alpha alloy which gave diffrac-
tion rings that were particularly difficult to read (intensity 
maximum due to prefelTod orientation) wa determined 
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FW URE 26.- Varia tion of lattice I)aramcter M 1,200 0 oI a lpba boundary alloy in cobalt· 
nickel·molybdenum ternary system plotted as function of cobalt content. 
from five differen t film , each one taken after replacing the 
specim n on the cam ra. The maximum variation in these 
five mea urements wa 0.001 kX unit. A similar check on 
an alloy which produ~ed sharp, smoo th diffraction ring gave 
a maximum variation in five mea momen Ls of only 0.0003 
kX unit. 
In alloy 407 a large di crepancy was found between the 
intended melted analy i and the repor ted chemical analysis. 
Bo th analy es are r ported in table III. The reported 
chemical analysis, however, moves the location of the alloy 
almost parallel to tho alpha boundary so that the COUl'se of 
the boundary is not changed. The intended analysis is 
plotted in figme 2 . 
olid solution based on the mu phase extend to at least 
24 percent nickel (poin t 11 , fig. 1) in the cobalt-nickel-molyb-
denum 1,200 0 0 isothermal ternary section. Tl)i was con-
firmed by X-ray inve tigation. As nickel goes into solid 
solution, the lattice of the mu pha e expands gradually, be-
coming constant in the two-pha e delta-plus-mn field and in 
the three-phase field. The d value for a high-angle X-ray 
line in a series of mu alloys were plotted as a function of 
nickel content, as hown in figme 27. The olubility limit 
i indicated at 24 per ent nickel (point 11, fig . 27) . The d 
values for the arne line in pattern of mu for alloy located 
in the three-phase field were determined a a fmther check. 
As een from the data given in table XV, the agreement was 
good. 
The alpha and mu pha es coexi 1, in a large two-phase 
field extending from the cobal t-molybdenum side of the dia-
gram to the corner of tbe three-phase field on the alpha and 
mu pha e boundarie. The corner of the three-pha e field 
on the mu phase boundary (point 11, fig. 1) i placed at 17 
percen t cobalt, 24 percent nickel, and 59 percent molyb-
denum. 
The delta phase extend to only 6.5 percent cobal t in the 
i othermal section and coexists with alpha in a two-phase 
field which extends from the nickel-molybdenum side of the 
diagram to the corners of the three-pha e field on the alpha 
and delta pha e boundaries. The corner of the three-pha e 
field on the delta pha e boundary (point 12, fig. 1) wa found 
to be at 6.5 percent cobal t, 33.5 percent nickel, and 60 percent 
molybdenum. 
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FIGURE 27.- Variatioll at 1,2000 C of d values of twenty-eightb X·ray dlfTraction line of mu 
pbase ill cobalt·nickel·molybdenum ternary system olotted as function of nickel content. 
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The composition range of the three-ph a e alpha-delta-mu 
field is outlined by the three corner (points 10, 11, and 12 , 
fig. 1) given above. The obtuse angle of this triangular field 
1S at the delta corner. 
Chromium-cobalt-molybdenum ternary system at 1,200° 
C.- Figure 3 is the 1,200° isothermal ection of the 
chromium-cobalt-molybdenum ternary s stem, drawn in 
accordance with the alloy data li ted in table IV. The arne 
diagram i presented in figure 4 with alloy composition indi-
cated. In addition to solid olu tions of the phases known 
from the binary system, a new ternary pha e, not known in 
any of the binary ystems, was discover d. This new 
terna.ry phase was de ignated as the R phase. olid olu-
tions of the face-centered cubic alpha phase surround the 
cobalt corner of the di.agram. The chromium-cobal t sigma 
phase extends approximately halfway across the isothermal 
section in a field roughly parallel to the cllTomium-molyb-
denum side of the diagram, and solid solution based on the 
cobalt-molybdenum mu pha e occur in a small field, al 0 ap-
proximately parallel to the chromium-molybdenum side. 
The R phase field i located between the end of the igma 
and mu pha e fields. The extension of the mu and R pha e 
fi eld in the direction parallel to the cobalt-molybdenum side 
of the diagram was not investigated in detail. Alpha co-
exists with the sigma and mu pha es in two wide two-phase 
fields and with the R phase in a long, narrow t\ovo-phase field. 
The R phase coexists with the igma and mu phases in two 
narrow two-phase fields. The alpha, igma, and R pha es 
coexist in a till'ee-phase field between the alpha-sigma and 
alpha-R two-phase field . Alpha, R, and mu coexist in a 
three-pha e field between the two-phase field of alpha and 
R and of alpha Rnd mu. 
The solubility of chromium in cobal t at 1,200° C was de-
termined by Manly and Beck (reference 1) at 34 percen t. 
In the present work the solubility of molybdenum in 
cobalt was found to be 22.5 percent. This value i approxi-
mately 1.00 percent lower than that indicated by the cobal t-
molybdenum diagram reported by ykes and Graff (reference 
7). The difference is of the order of magnitude of experi-
mental error. The alpha phase boundary in the 1,200° C 
isothermal ternary ection is a convex CUTve from the chro-
mium-cobalt binary to the corner of the three-phase alpha-
sigma-R field (point 13, fig. 3) and almost a straight line 
from the cobalt-molybdenum binary to the corner of the 
alpha-sigma-R three-pha e field. There i a slight cusp on 
the alpha boundary at the corner of the till'ee-phase alpha-R-
mu field (point 16, fig. 3). The alpha-sigma-R three-ph ase-
field corner (point 13, fig. 3) is placed at 21.0 percent cill'o-
mium, 66 percent cobalt, and 13 percent molybdenum, while 
the corner of the alpha-R-mu three-phase field (point 16, 
fig. 3) i at 16 percent chromium, 69 percent cobal t, and 15 
percent molybdenum. In figure 28, the lattice parameter 
of saturated alpha alloys along the alpha phase boundary 
are plotted a a function of chromium content. Data for 
this plot. are given in table XVI. The three-phase-field 
corners on the alpha phase boundary are clearly indicated by 
sharp breaks in the parameter CUTve. The breaks OCCUT at 
approximately 14.5 and 21.0 percent cill'omium (points 13 
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F IG URE 28.- Variation of lattice parameter a t 1,2000 C of alpba boundary alloys in cbromium-
cobalt-molybdenum ternary system plot ted as function of chromium content. 
and 16, fig. 2 ) , agreeing well with the micro copic work. 
(The reason for the sudden decrease and increa e in param-
eters at the corner i explained under " Di cu ion.") 
The sigma phase field is a nalTOW band, from 40 to 45 
percent cobalt, which penetrates to a maximum of 31 percent 
molybdenum in the 1,200° C isothermal ternary section. 
The cornel' of the three-phase alpha-sigma-R field on the 
sigma phase boundfl.ry (point 14, -fig. 3) is at 25 percent 
cill'omium, 46 .5 percent cobal t, and 28.5 percent molyb-
denum. Evidence was found in the microstructure of alloy 
531 that another three-pha e-field corner occur on the sigma 
pha e boundary at approximately 27 percent chromium., 42 
percent cobalt, and 31 percent molybdenum. Thi may be a 
corner of a th.ree-phase igma-epsilon-R field. It was ob-
served from X-ray diffraction pattern of the sigma phase 
that the lattice expands a the amount of molybdenum 
in solid solution increases. No quantitative plot of d values 
again t composition was made to check the solubility limi t, 
however, becau e the end of the sigma phase field was easily 
located by micro copic means. 
The two-pha e alpha-phI -sigma 'field extends from the 
cill'omium-cobal t ide of the diagram. to the corners of the 
till'ee-pha e alpha- igma-R 'field on the alpha and sigma 
pha e boundarie . 
The third cornel' of the alpha-sigma-R Lhree-phase field 
(point 15, fig. 3) is on the boundary of the R phase at 18 
percent chromium, 44 percent cobal t, and 3 percent molyb-
denum. The obtuse angle in this triano-ulal' field i at the 
sigma corner. 
The solubili ty limi t of the R pha e in the direction parallel 
to the chromium-molybdenum ide of the diagram were 
located at approximately 14.5 and 19.5 pOl'cent chromium. 
The alpha-R-mu three-pha e-field corner on the R boundary 
(point 17 , fig. 3) i placed at 13.5 percent chromium, 44 
percent cobal t, and 42.5 percent molybdenum. The other 
cornel' of thi very narrow till'ee-phase field (point 1 , fig. 
3) i on the boundary of th.e mu pha e at 9.5 percent chro-
mium, 42 .5 percent cobal t, and 48 percent molybdenum. 
The obtu angle in thi triangular field is at the comer on 
the R phase boundary. 
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The alpha-plus-R two-phase field i located between the 
three-pha e fields of alpha, sigma, and R and of alpha, R , 
and mu. 
The mu pha e takes a maximum of approximately 11 
percent chromium into solid solution and coexists with 
alpha in a large two-phase field extending from Lhe cobal t-
molybdenum binary to tbe corner of the three-phase alpha-
R-nlU field on the alpha an 1 mu phase boundarie . 
Chromium-nickel -molybdenum ternary system at 1,200° 
C.- The 1,200° C isothermal ection of the chromium-nickel-
molybdenum ternary sy tern was drawn from data given in 
table V and is pre en ted in figme 5. The same liagram 
with the alloy compo ition indicated i hown in figure 6. 
Be ide the pha e known from the binary sy tern two new 
ternary ph a e were found to occm in tb e compo i tion rang s 
investigated. One of the e ternary pha e has the familiar 
sigma LrucLure and wa, therefore, designated igma. 
The cry tal Lructure of the other new ternary pha e, de ig-
nated as the P pha e, i unlmown. About thre -quarters 
of the area of the diagram, within the range of compo itions 
investigated, is covered by solid olution of the alpha pha e 
around the nickel corner and by two-pha e field and three-
pha e fields in which alpha coexi ts wi th the ep ilon, sigma, 
P , and delta pha e . The large two-phase fields of alpha 
and sigma an 1 of alpha and Pare epara ted by a very narrow 
three-phas alpha-sigma-P fLeld. A narrow three-phase 
alpha-P-del ta field lie bet\veen the alpha-P and alpha-del ta 
two-pha e fi eld. The alpha and ep ilon phase coexi t in a 
Lwo-phase field along the chromium-nickel side of the dia-
gram. Th e thTee-pba e alpha- igma-cp ilon field, which 
separate the alpha-ep ilon and alpha-sigma Lwo-phase 
fields, i relatively large in comparison with ih other three-
phase field. The ternary igma phase coexi t with ep ilon 
and P in 2 two-pha e field . D elta and P coexi t in a mall 
two-phase fLOld. 
At 1,200° C solid olution of face-center ed cubic nickel 
in the chromium-nickel binary system extend to 57.5 percent 
clll'omimu and in the nickel-molybdenum binary ystem, to 
36 percent molybdenum. The alpha pha e boundary in 
the ternary isothermal ection ha a sharp peak at the alpha 
corner of the three-pha e alpha-ep ilon-sigma field (point 
19 , fig. 5) . This point was locatcd by micro copic means 
at 43 per cent chromium, 53 .5 percent ni kel , and 3.5 per-
cen t molybdenun1. Excep t for a light cu p at the alpha 
corner of the other thre -pha e fields (point 22 and 25 , 
fig. 5), the alpha boundary is fairly traight from the nickel-
molybdenum binary to the alpha corner of the three-pha e 
alpha-epsilon-sigma field. From data listed in table XVII, 
the la ttice parameters of aturated alpha alloy along the 
alpha botmdary were plotted in figure 29 a a function of 
chromiun1 con tent. Th alpha-epsilon- igma three-phase-
field corner on the alpha boundary (point 19, fig. 5) is very 
clearly indicated at about 43 percent cru:omium by the 
dra tic break in th e curve (point 19, Iicr. 29). The curve i 
almost ver tical beyond tbi point becau e the chl'omium 
content of atura tecl alpha coexi ting with the ep ilon phase 
varies between only 43 and 42.5 percent. The br -ak in the 
parameter curve at 23 perc nt chromium (point 22, fig. 29), 
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FIG URE 29.-Variation of lattice parameter at 1,2000 C of alpba boundary alloys in cbromium-
nickel-molybdenum ternary system plotted as function of cbromium content. 
though not 0 dra tic, i aloin good agreement"' ith the 
location of the thTee-phase alpha-sigma-P field corner (point 
22, fig . 5) from micro copie finding. The alpha corner of 
the three-pha e alpha-P-delta fiell (point 25, fig. 5) i not 
manifested by a pronounced cu p and i almo t impercep-
tible. Thi point wa located at 6 percent chromium, 
61.5 percen t nickel, and 32 .5 percent molybdenum by care-
fully determining the boundaries of the three-phase alpha-
P-delta field. Extrapolated segments of the parameter 
curve indicate a break at approximately 7.5 percent chro-
mium (point 25, fig. 29), in fair agreement with the above 
ob ervations. 
The ep ilon boundary was determined only along the 
two-pha e alpha-epsilon field. This botmdary extend from 
the chromium-nickel side of the diagram to the epsilon corner 
of the three-phase alpha-epsilon-sigma field (point 20, fig. 5). 
As hown in figure 5, alpha, epsilon, and sigma coe}..rist in a 
three-phase field whose boundaries are as follows: The alpha 
corner (point 19, fig. 5) at 43 percent chTomium, 53.5 p ercent 
nickel, and 3.5 percent molybdenum; the sigma corner 
(point 21 , fig. 5) at 49 percent chromium, 28 percent nickel, 
and 23 percent molybdenum; and the epsilon corner (point 
20 , fig. 5) at 60 percent chromium, 29.5 percent nickel, and 
10 .5 percent molybdenum. 
The igma pha e field is approximately parallel to the 
chromium-molybdenum ide of the diagram, comprising a 
range of about 23 to 49 percent chromium. As molybdenum 
replace chromium in the sigma structure, the lattice e}..,])ands. 
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FlGuln: 30. - VariaLion at 1,2000 C of (/ values of twenty-third X-ray diffraction tine of si~ma 
~~~~~:nl~~ chrOmIlUTI-nlckcl-molybdcnum tC'rnary system plottt"d as [unction of chromium 
This is clearly illu trated in figure 30, wllich was plotLecl from 
the data ginn in table XVIII. Th e variation of ODe high-
angle d value for a series of saturated sigma alloy along 
both sides of the sigma field is shown as a function of chro-
mium content . Th e Lwo curve meet at approximately 4 
percenL chl'omiwn (poinL 21, fig. 30), corre ponding elo ely 
Lo Lhe s~gma corner of Lhe Lhree-pha e alpha-ep ilon-sigma 
field (pom t 21, fig. 5) . 
Solid soluLions of the ne\\' ternary P phase exist between 
and 19 percent chromium. The Lwo-phasefields of P and 
sigma and of P and delta arc very narrow, each one extending 
ovel' a range of only abou t 4 pel'cen L chromium. 
The corners of the Lhree-phase alpha-sigma-P field are 
10caLed aL Lhe follow ing poinls: The alpha corner (po int 22, 
fLg. 5) aL 23 percent clu'omium, 57.5 p rcent nickel, and 19.5 
percent molybdenum; Lhe igma corner (point 23 , fLg. 5) at 
22 percent cIu'omium, 31 percenL nickel, and 47 percenl 
molybdenum; and the P comer (point 24, fig. 5) at 19 percenL 
chromium, 32.5 percent nickel , and4 .5 percent molybdenum. 
AL ] ,200° C the nickel-molybdenum delta phase di olves 
only about 4 percent chromium. This pha c coesi t with 
alpha in a long, narrow, almost recLangular two-pha e field 
along Lhe nickel-molybdenum binary ystem. 
The boundaries of Lhe extremely narrow three-phasc 
alpha-P-delta field arc 10caLed by Lhe following poinL : Thc 
alpha cornel' (point 25 , fi g. 5), as de eribed above; the P 
cornel' (po in t 26, fig. 5) aL percenL chromium, 34.5 percent 
nickel, and 57.5 percent molybdenum; and tbe delta corner 
(point 27, fig. 5) at 4 percent chromium, 37.5 percent nickel, 
and 5 .5 percent molybdenum. 
. ome cliscrepancie were noLed in a few alloys of chromium, 
Dlckel, and molybdenum neal' the llu'ee-pbase alpha-ep ilon-
sigma field. The microslruclure of alloy 475, 569, and 597 
showed only Lwo pha e , alpha and sigma, although , accord-
ing Lo Lhe intende 1 compo iLion of these alloy , Lhey hould 
con Lain Lhree phases. Chemi al analysis of these alloys 
moved 569 and 597 inLo Lhe two-pha e alpha- igma field , 
thus removing the d i CL'epaney for Lhe e two alloys. Alloy 
475, however, still remained in the three-phase alpha-epsilon-
sigma field. In drawing he pha e boundary between the 
two-phase alpha- igma and the tbree-pha e alpha-ep ilon-
sigma fields, alloy 475 was neglected . The microstructure of 
alloy 640 howed small amounts of the ep ilon phase. The 
cbemical analy i of Lhis alloy, however, would plac iL in the 
sigma phase field. Both the melted and chemical analyses 
are given in Lable V, but the intended melLed analy i i 
plotted in figme 6. Alloys 598 and 600 conlained more 
sigma than would be ex.-pecteel from the phase diagram. This 
is probably a re uIt of the difficulty in obLaining equilibrium 
in chromium-rich alloy . 
mall amount of a phase not explainable from the phase 
diagram were observed in alloys 622 and 447. The identity 
of this phase i not known. It may have resulted from 
nonequilibrium or segregation. Small parli les of thi 
unknown pha care hown in figure 31, where econd-pha e 
particles of alpha in a igma matrL,{ are also seen. 
Alpha boundaries in constant-molybdenum sections of 
chromium-cobalt-nickel-molybdenum quaternary system at 
1,200° C.-Figure 7 is a 1,200° i othennal diagram in 
which the alph.a pha e boundaries for the 2.5-, 5-, 10-, and 
20-percent-molybdenum ction tbrough Lh chromium-
cobalt-nickel-molybdenum quaternary y tern are plotted. 
F igure 8 is Lho sam e diagram with the alloy ompositions 
from Lable VI indicated. 
At constanL temperature a quaternary pha c diagram i 
represented by a Lelrahedron, each corne l' poinL of which 
correspond Lo 100 percent of one componenL. The four 
faces of the Lclrah dron, Lhen, are i oLhermal ecLions of four 
ternary ysLem, and lhe L,{ dges are i othermal binary 
ections. In Lbe chromium-cobalt-nick I-molybd num qua-
• 
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FIGURE 31.- Altoy 447 conta ining; 40 pcrcc n ~ chrom ium, 30 p rcent nickel, and 30 perccnt 
molybdenum. Etched and sll\lIled accordlllg to procedure 2; smull particles of phase not 
IdentIfia ble from figure 6 plus unsta ined alpba ill matrLx of sigma phase; X750. 
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ternary ystem at 1,200° C ection of 'constant molybde-
num content are triangular ection through the tetrahedron 
parallel to the c11Tomium-nickel-cobalt face. A th e amoun t 
of molybdenum increase, the ize of the equilateral triangle 
become smaller. Because of thi change in size, Lhese 
secLion cannot be superimpo ed upon each other for the 
purpo e of howing, in a two-dimen ional diagram, the limit 
of a pbase in the quaternary sy tem. In order to facili taLe 
Lhe diagrammatic pre entation of re ults and to allow lirect 
compari on of the effect of increasing molybdenum con Len l, 
on Lhe alpha boundary, the following method wa u cd: 
Each ection of constant molybdenum content wa projected 
onto the cl1Tomium-cobalt-nickol ternary isothermal ection 
by II ing the molybd enum cornel' of the tetrahedron a the 
cenLer of proj ~ction. Thi proj ection may b accompli hed 
ari tbmetically by mcr asing proportionately the per entage 
of chromimn, cobalt , and nickel in Lhe quaternary composi-
tion Lo add up Lo 100 perc nt and then plotting quat mary 
composltLOn as if they were ternary chromium-cobalt-
ni kel compo ition. Thc correction factor for cach ection 
i Lhe inver Led fraction of lbe to tal amount of cbromium, 
cobalt , and nickel in lh qua ternary composition. For 
example, in a quaternary alloy ontaining 20 percent molyb-
denum, 10 percent chl'omiLUn, 10 per ent cobalt , and 60 
p rcenL ni kel, the chromium, cobalt, and nickel repre n t 
eight-tenths of tb e total compo iLion. 1ultiplying tb e 
quaLernary percentage of chromium, cobal t, and nickel by 
the invel'Led fraction, that i , 10/ , give the projection of 
thi quaternary point on the chromium- obalt-nickel ternary 
diagram. While th e molybdenum content of alloy u cd Lo 
fn;: the alpha boundarie \Va actually never exactly 2.5 , 5, 
10, or 20 percent, tbe corre ponding boundaries were corrected 
by factor of 10/9.75, 10/9.5, 10/9, and 10/ , r espectively. 
Th e re ults are shown in fiO'ure 7, u ing thi method of ploL-
ting. An alternative method wa u ed in figure 32 wh 1'e the 
acLual olubility of chromium in the alpha phase at the 
variou con tant molybdenum lev Is i plotted as a funcLion 
of acLual cobalt content. The lata for these curves were 
interpolated from figure 7 and ar tabulated in Lable XIX. 
Thc alpha phase boundary in the 1,200° C i othermal ection 
of Lhe clu'omimn-cobalt-nickel ternary ystem wa de-
termined by Manly and Beck (reference 1) and i included 
(01' comparl on. 
A cen from figures 7 and 32, increa ing th e molybdenum 
'ontent decrea e tbe olubiliLy of clu'omiLLill in the alpha 
pha , thereby decl'ca ing tbe exLent of the alpba field aL 
1,200° C. At the chromium-nickel side of the diagl'am the 
solubility of chromium in alpha first incr eases slightly and 
then rapidly decreases beyond about 5 percent molybdenum. 
No attcmpt wa made to idcntify the phase which coexi t 
with the alpha pha e in the quaternary sy tem , but orne 
geneml tatemen ts can bo made Ii'om ob ervation of the 
clu'omium-cobalt-molybd en urn and chromium-nickel-molyb-
denum temary system at 1,200° On tbe clll'omium-
cobalt side of the diagram. the sigma pba e coexi t wiLh 
alpha fron1. 0 to approximately 12.5 percent molybdenum. 
Betwcen 12.5 and approximat 1y 16 percent molybdeIlum the 
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F1G UHE 32.-lIIax imum solu bili ty at 1,200° C of chromium in alpba pba 0 of chromiu m-
cobalt-nickel-molybdcnum alloys plot tcd as function of actual coba lt content for constan t 
molybdenum co ntents of 2.5 , 5, 10, and 20 perccnt. 
ternary R phase coexisLs wiLh the alpb a pbase at the clu'o-
mium-cobalt sid of the diagram . Abov 16 percent 
molybdenum thc mu pha e coexi ts with alpha. On the 
clu'omium-nickel side of thc diagram the alpha phas coexists 
with epsilon from 0 to approximately 3 pOl'cent molybdenum 
and with the temary sigma phase betwcen 3 and about 19 
percent molybdenum. The t ernary P pbase co xists with 
alpha on the clu'omium-nickcl id b etween 19 and 33 p rcen t 
molybdenum. The delta and quaternary alpha phase co-
cxist over very limited composition ranges, above 33 percent 
molybdenum. It i not known whetb er the clu'omium-
cobalt-molybdenum and chromium-nickel-molybdenum 
igma pha es form an uninterrupted cries of solid solutions 
through the luatemary ystem at 1,200° C, although th ere 
i som e ba i for expecting it, as stated under "Discussion ." 
In the 2.5-, 5-, and 10-percent-molybdenum alpha bounda-
ric no sharp breaks were found from the metallographic 
data, and X-ray parameter plots are no t available to check 
Lhis. However , in figlU'e 32, there is som e indication of a 
cusp on the 2.5- and 5-percent alpha boundaries at approxi-
mately 20 pOl'cent actual cobalt content. Evidence of two 
C01'D el'S on the 20-pe1'c nt-molybdenum alpha pha e boundary 
was found, one being at approximately 61 pOl'cent actual 
cobalt content (point 2 , fig. 32) and the other , at approA"i-
mately 24 pOl'cent actual cobalt content (point 29 , fig . 32). 
The lat tice param cter of saturated alpha alloy along tbis 
boundary wore plott d as a fun ction of actual cobalL conten t 
in figm'e 33. The data Ior this plot are given in table L,,{. 
Two di tinct breaks OCClli' in the curve of parameter against 
compo ition at approximately 24 and 62 percent actual 
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FI GU IlE 33.- Varia tion oflatticc parameter at 1,2000 C of alpha boundary alloys in 2O-pcrccnt-
molybdenum section of ehromium-cobalt-nickel-molybdenum qua ternary system plotted 
as a function of actual cobalt content. 
cobalt con tent (points 2 and 29, fig. 33). Thi is in good 
agr'eoment with t he microscopic r csult . 
DISCUSSION 
In view of the fact that the face-centered cubic (alpha) 
solid solutions form the ma tl'ix of almost all practically 
useful high-temperature alloys, the extent of the alpha phase 
field in the chromium-cobalt-niekel-:molybdenum quaternary 
systcm and in the four adjoining ternm:y system at 1,200° 
o is of great intercst. The alpha phase field in the 1,200° 0 
isothermal section of the chromium-co baIt-nickel ternary 
system wa hown previou ly to be very broad (referen ce 1). 
In the cobalt-nickel-molybdenum ternary yste:m, also, the 
alpba phase field is quite largo. As the cobalt conLent in-
creases, the olubility of molybdenum in the alpha pha e 
decreases from 36 percen t in the nickel-molybdenum binary 
system at 1,200 0 0 to 22.5 percent molybdenum in the cobaH-
molybdenum system. Both the delta and mu pha e , which 
coexist with alpha in the cobalt-nickel-molybdenum ternary 
sy tem at 1,2000 0, are very hard, although their pl'e ence 
in alpha alloys docs no t al pear to have nearly 0 elra tic an 
effect on toughness as that of the sig'ma phase. 
olid solutions of the alpha phase sUJTound tbe cobalt 
corner of the chromium-cobalL-molybdenum t,omary iso-
th~rmal section and the nickel comer of the chromium-nickel-
molybdenum ternary isothermal section. In bolh of the e 
syslems the extent of the alpha pha e field i mall in com-
parison wiLh tho cluomium-cobalt-nickcl and the cobalt-
nick I-molybdemilll alpha fields. I t is interesting to note 
that in the chl'omium-nickel-molybdenum i othcr:mal section 
the igma phase coexi t with alpha above 3.5 perccnt 
molybdcnum, The fact that the brittle igma pha e may 
precipitate out of supersaturated alpha containing more than 
3.5 percent molybdenum i of great practical importance. 
since con iderable amoun ts of the sig:m a phase may seriously 
impair the forging ehal'acteri tic of alpha alloy. 
In the chl'omium-cobal t-nickcl-molybdenum quaternary 
ystem the extent of the alpha phase field at 1,2000 0 b comes 
smaller a th e molybdenum content increase. In quater-
nary alloys above 36 percent molybdenum alpha probably 
cloes not occur in a single phase field , although it coex'1 t 
with other pha es up to approximately 61 percent molyb-
denumo 
OIllO in teresting features wei'e ob erved in the variation 
of lattico parameter of alpha 'with composition. Taylor 
(reference 19) ha hown that the general effe t of increasing 
cobalt content in nickel-cobalt binaloy alloys i to in crease 
the lattice paramcter of the alpha pha e. Figure 26 hows 
tha t the lattice parameter of saturated nickel-molybdenum 
alpha decrea e with in creasing cobalt content. Also, from 
figLU'e 33, along the alpha boundary in th 20-percent con-
stant-molybdenum quaternary sect ion , tho lattice parameter 
agaiJl deCJoeases with increasing cobalt contento Molyb-
den um going into binary solid olution in roa c tho lattice 
parameter of both nickel and cobalto Although nickel itself 
has a smallelo ao Lhan cobalt , the lattice param et er of atlU'ated 
nickel-molybdenum alpha is Im'ger than that of atlU'ated 
cobalt-molybdenum alpha. Apparently , chr mium ha the 
arne general effect a molybdenum. The peculiar variation 
of tI le lattice parameter along the alpha boundary in tbe 
1,200° 0 i othel"mal sec lion of the chromium-cobalt -molyb-
dcn um tcrnary y tem (fig . 2 ) may be intOl'pl'eted as bown 
in figure 34, whi ch is a schematic ketch of t he tcrnary ection 
wi th isoparameter lin es d1'll.wn in the alpha phase field 0 
The cleer a e of laLtice parametor beyond t11 C cornel' of the 
tlu-ee-pha 0 alpha-sigma-R field r esull from the in tel' ection 
of lower and lower i oparametel' lin es wilh the alpha pha e 
boundary. At the alpha-R-mu lhree-phase-fi eld corn er, 
Lhe lattice parameter reache a minimum value, and beyond 
this point tho alpha boundary aga in in tel' ects Llccessively 
higher i oparameter curve until t,he (,obalt-molybdenum 
side of the diagram is roached. 
The accuracy of the location of th e alpha pIta e boul1darie 
is es timated to about ± 1 percent of any ('omponcnL. Ohem-
ical analy i ef all dcfll1it,ive boundaloy alloy gave generally 
good correlation with inLended compo ilion. Any large 
discrepancie were usually found to be C1TOl"S in chemical 
analy is, although , in ome in tance rciened to in the de-
crip Lion of results, th e alloy co mpo iLion appearod to he 
in fact different from the in tended comp silioJ] . 
The OCCUlTence of the brittle inicrmctalli c io-ma phasc 
in alloy sy tem involving thc loan ilion elements i inter-
eSLing L'om both the fun lamental and praeti ('al viewpoint~ . 
The presence of sigma, even in mall amount , in high-
temperaturo alloy is undesirable bccause of the hrittlene 
which iL imparts to alloy . The compo ition ranges over 
which jo- ma exi ts are , therefore, important. In the cobalt-
ni ckel-molybdenum ternary ystelll at 1,200 0 the sigma 
pba e does not occlIr. Ho\\-evel', olid olution of the cbro-
mium-cobalt igma pha e penetrate d ep into 1.11 1,200° 0 
isothermal eetion of the chromium-cobalt-molybdenum 
ternary system, and in thi system sig:ma coexi t s wi th alpha 
below 13 percent molybdenum (fig. 3) . In the pre ent 
inve tigation a ternary igma pha e wa found in the 1,200 0 
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FIG URE 34.- Scbematic sketcb of alpha-phase-field bounda ry a t 1,2000 C in cbromium-cobalt-molybdenum torn ary system wI th hypothetical isoparameter lines shown. 
i othel'mal ection of the chromium-nickel-molybden um 
temary y tem. The igma pha e in thi sy tem wa also 
found independently by Putman, Grant, and Blo m (refer-
ence 20). In a discu ion of their paper, Beck (referen ce 20) 
presented a tentative diagram for the chromium-nick 1-
molybdenum tern ary ystem at 1,200° C. This diagram wa 
refin ed in the pI' sent investigation and i prcsented in figure 
5. At 1,200° C the igma phas cocxi ts with alpha in chro-
mium-nickel-molybdenum alloy containing from 3.5 to 19 
percent molybdenum. 
The sigma pha c in the chromium-cobalt-molybdenum 
and ehromium-nickcl-molybdenum tern ary ystems may 
form a continuous eries of olid solutions in the ehromium-
cobalt-nickel-molybdenum quaternary ystem at 1,200° 
If uch quaternary sigma solid olutions do occur, the igma 
phase might very likely coexi t with alpha in the 1,200° C 
i othel'mal quaternary ection over wide ranges of the alpha 
pha e boundary in alloys containing 3.5 to 13 percent 
molybdenum. ome inch ation that the sigma phases do 
form an uninterrupted serie of quaternary solid solutions is 
found in the 10-p rcent constant-molybdenum section. The 
alpha boundary in thi section has no pronounced break 
sugge tive of a three-ph a e-field cornel', an 1 sigma does 
coexist with alph a at both ends of the phase boundary . 
The hape and location of the sigma phase field in the 
chromium-co baIt-molybdenum and chromium-nickel-molyb-
denum i othermal sections give fmth er support to the pre-
vious observation (reference 15) that atoms of iran ition 
clements having the samo crystal structme can substitute 
for each othor in the formation of the sigma phase. In the 
ehromium-cobalt-molyb lenum i othermal section (fig. 3) 
the sigma pha e field extends in a direction parallel to the 
chromium-molybdenum side of the diagram, and approxi-
mately half of the chromium is replaced by molybdenum. 
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Again in the chl'omium-nickel-molybdenum ternary iso-
thermal section (fig. 5) the ternary sigma phaso occurs jn a 
long, nan 0\\- field paralli'l to LIli' chromium-molybdi'num 
side of the diagram. In Lhese two sy telY body-centered 
eubic transition elements arc substituting for each other. 
In tho chromium-coball-nie-kc·l terpaJ'Y system at ] ,200° 0 
the sigm a phas(' fidel is paralld to the co balL-n i ckd ide of 
the diagram , indieating that niehl is replacing cobalL (boLh 
J'aee-cent('red cub ic ) ,,"hile t,lte chromium contenL )'('lrain 
(' s('n t ially un changed (rd el'(,ll.ces 1 an d 15). 
.\ s the n olybd('num eont('nL of th(' s igma pha e iner('a (' , 
the laLtiee expanel ill both th(' clU'omium-cobalt-molyb-
clC'num and the chromium-nickel-molybdenum systcrr.s. It 
is inLeresting that an X-ray diffraction patL(']'J1 of a duo-
millm-col ah-molybd('num sigma alloy saturatC'd with mo-
lybd('num is almost iclenLieal Lo a pattern of el1l'0miUl1l-
ni ckel-molybden um sIgma of the low('st molybclC'num 
content. 
The exi tence of a temar)- igma pha e in the chromium-
nickcl-mol)-bdenum ternary )-s tem is rather unexpected, as 
none of the adjoi:ning binaries a re ImO\\11 to ha\-c a sigma 
phnso. From the 1'e ults of the inve tigation of the 1,200° 
o isoLhermal ection of the chromium-cobalL-nickel ternary 
.\- tem, Beck and M anly (roference 15) ugge ted thaL tho 
ni ckel-ch romium s)-stem, which is not reported to include 
any intermediate phaso, might contain a igma phaso aL 
some lower LemperaLmo, and Duwez and Baen (reference] 6) 
note t11at , ac ording to the criteria postulated by them, Lhe 
nickel-chromium ysLem would be expected to have a sigma 
phasr. The ternary sigma phnse found in the chromium-
nickel-molybdenum sy tern ma)- have orne connecLion with 
Lhe suspected nickel-chromium binary igma pha e. At-
tempts wcre made to confirm this by annealing for long 
poriods of time an alloy of 3 porcent nickel and 62 percent 
chromium at temperature bolow 600° O. These expori-
men t were, ho,,-ever, not uccessful. This does noL rule 
out the possibility of tho exi lonce of sigma in this :r tem at 
a lemperature 0 low Lhal the diau ion rate are prohibilively 
low. 
From lhe experimental re ult s of lhis and oLher inve Liga-
tion of aUo)- sy lem in which lhe sigma pha 0 occu r , a 
criterion for Lhe formalion of lhe igma pha e wa developed 
in term of eleclron vacane)- concentration in the :3d sub-
banel. D etails of this development are given in reference 2]. 
Briofly, the procedure is lo calculate the eloctron vacancy 
concenLraLion N . in any alloy from the 3d sub-band elocLron 
vacancies in each component of the alloy, and from tbe 
atomic percenL concentrat ion of tbe component. Electron 
vaeanc.\' numbers for chromium, cobalt , and nickel woro given 
by Pauling (reference 22; seo also reference 23). ~Iolyb­
denum was assumed to have the ame number of vacancie 
in tho 4d ub-band a chromium ha in tho 3d sub-band, on 
lhe basis that their electronic tructure is si:milar in Lhe 
outermosl shells. The formula for calculating • i given a 
N.=4.66(Or+ 1Io) +3 .66 C~In) + 2.66 (Fe) + 1.71 (00) + 
0.61 (Ni) 
It was found po sible to define fairl y ,,"ell the composi tion 
range over which Lhe io-rna pha e occur in terms of electron 
vacanc)- concentration calculated from thi formula. Almo t 
all of the binar.\T and ternary sigma phase fields were found 
to fall within a raLher narrow range of electron vacancy con-
cenLration. The favorable rang of concentration seems to 
be from 3. 15 to 3.65N.. It appeal' that the compo ition 
ranges of other intermetallic phases occurring in allo.\- ysLems 
of transition element can also be defined in Lerms of electron 
vacancy concen traLion, althouo-h some overlapping may 
occur. 
There are some inLere ting feature connected with the 
olid olutions de ignated mu in the pre ent inve tigation. 
For example, the mll phase, commonly referred to a ep ilon 
in the cobalL-molybdenum binary sy tem, is i omorphou 
with the co rre ponding inLermediate phase in Lho iron-moh~b­
denum, cobalL-tung ten, and iron-tungsLen binar.Y syst~ms 
(reference 11 ). K6 tel' and Tonn (reference 24) reported 
that the mu phase in the iron-molybdenum and cobalt-
molybden um binary y terns form a continuous erie of 
solid solul ion ac ro the 1,300° 0 isoLhermal oct ion of the 
iron-mol.\-bdenum-cobalt ternary system. In Lhe iron-
molybdenum-cobalL )- tem the mu phase field exLend in a 
direction app roximately parallel to the iron-cob all ide of the 
diagram, so that the face-centered cub ic elemenLs iron and 
cobal t substi ute for each other while the molybdenum 
content remain unchanged. A hown in the pre ent work, 
olid solutions of the mu pha e extend mor-e than halfway 
acro s the] ,200° 0 i oLhermal section of the cobalL-nickel-
molybdenum Lernary ystem (fig. 1) . Here, again, the 
face-contered cubi elements cobalL and nickel replace each 
other, while the molybdonum contenL remain e entially 
tmchanged. The body-centered cubic element chromium 
and molybden um seem to replace each other in forming the 
mu phase in tho 1,200° 0 isothermal ecLion of the chl'omiuffi-
cobalt-molybdenum ternary ystem (fig. 3), with the cobalt 
conten t remaining consLant. In agre menL with the e 
ob ervaLions ono would expect that olid olu t ions of the mu 
phase in ternary system of iron, cobalL, molybdenum, and 
lungsten would also extend in Llch a manner that atoms of 
elemrmts h aving the same crystal tl'ucture could ubstituLe 
for e3ch other. Tll o intermediate nie-leel-molybdenum delt a 
pha e form only limiLed olid solution in the cobalt-nicleel-
molybdenum lLnd chromium-ni ckel-molybdonum i othermal 
ect ions (flg . 1 and 5). 
In addition to the ternary igma phase, another new 
ternary pbase P wa discovered in the] ,200° 0 isothermal 
section of the chromium-nickel-molybdenum Lemary y tern. 
Th P pha e field is located between Lbe end of the igma 
and delta phase fields (fig. 5). In phy ical characteristic 
and mi 1'0 trLlcture the P and sigma phases are very much 
alike, but the X-ray diffraction pattern of the two pha e 
are quite different. The differentiation betweon P nnd sigma 
provides a good examplo of the need Lo upplement micro-
scopic work wiLh X-ray" diffraction to idenl if.,- lhe pha e . 
In alloys consi Ling wholly of P or sigma it was imp os ible to 
identify tho pba e pre enL by any of Lhe micro co pic Lech-
niques L1sed in LhisinvesLigation, even Lhough it \ a po sible 
to difl'erenLiaLe microscopically between igma ancI P \\-hen 
they occurred ide by side in the same allo)-. 
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The 1,200° 0 isothermal section of the chrorrU um-cobalt-
molybdenum terna],y system \Va also found to con tain a 
terna],y pha e, located between the end of the sigma and 
mu phase field (fig . 3). Thi phase H has a d istinctive 
X -ray diffraction pattern (table XUI) and it is easily differ·· 
entiated mic]'oscopically from the sigma or mu phases when 
these phase occur in tbe same alloy. However, a in the 
ca e of chromium-nickel-molybdenum ternary sio-ma and P 
phases, chromium-cobalt-molybdenum alloys COllslstmg 
wholly of the R or sigma phases could not be differentiated 
microscopically (except pos ibly by m icrohardness). Final 
iden ti·fication wa, made in all cases by X -ray diffraction. 
CONCLUSIONS 
A urvey a t 1,200° of portions of the chromium-cobal t-
nickel-molybdenum quaternary system and of the component 
co bal t-ni kel-molybdenum, clu-omium-cobal t-molybd enum, 
and chromium-nickel-molybdcnum ternary systems indicated 
the following conclusion: 
1. A por tion of the 1,200° 0 isothermal ection of the 
cobalt-nickel-molybdenum Lemar}, system was investigaLed, 
1.1 ing 47 vacuum-mel ted alloys with molybdenum contenLs 
up Lo a maximum of 62 per cent. Th e y tern features an 
exLensive range of face-centered cubic (alpha) solid olutions 
ba cd on the cobalL-nickel binary system, solid solut ion 
based on the nickel-mol)Tbdenum binary delta pha e, and 
olid solutions based on Lhe col alt-molybdenum binary mu 
pha e. Th e narrow delta and mu pha e field peneLrate into 
the ternary sy Lem to 6.5 l) ercenL cobalt and 24 percent 
cobal t, re pect ively, and coexist in a na rrow two-pha e delta-
plus-mu field. The alpha phase co xists with the delta and 
mu phase in two wide two-phase fields and an alpha-delta-
mu three-pha e field. 
2. A portion of the 1,200° 0 i othermal ection of the 
chromium-co baIt-molybdenum ternary system wa deter-
Il'Un ed, u ing 85 vacuum-melted alloys with mol.vbelenum 
contents up to a maximum of 53 percen t and cobal t contents 
of 35 percen t and more. The phases present in thi compo-
ition range were founel to be the face-centered cubic (alpha) 
olid solutions around the cobal t corner , solid solutions 
based on the clu-omium-cobalt binary sigma pha e, solid 
solution ba ed on the cobalt-molybdenum binary mu pha e, 
and a new Lernary phase R , of fa irly small composition 
range, which doe not appear in any of the binary sys tem. 
The sigma pha e wa found to extend in an elongated field 
from the chromium-cobal t binary into the ternary y tem 
along a line of approximately con tant cobal t content of 45 
percent, taking molybdenum into olution up to a maximum 
of 31 percent, so that up to about half of the chromium is 
replaced by molybdemuu. The R pha e, comprising a range 
of cbTomium eontenLs from about 14.5 to 19.5 percent, is 
located between the ends of the sigma pha e field and of the 
mu phase field, and it coexi t with the sigma and mu phase 
in 2 two-phase field. The cobalt-moly bdenum b inary mu 
phase extend into the ter nary y tem up to approximately 
11 percent chromium. The alpha face-centered cubit; solid 
solutions coexist with the sigma, R , and mu pha es in three 
rather wide two-pha e fields and two narrow three-pha e 
fi elds of alpha, sigma, and R and of alpha, R , and mu . 
3. The 1,200° O i othermal ect ion of the chromium-
n ickel-moly bdenum ternary ystem was inve tigated in the 
composition range of 0 to 59 percent molybdenum and 1 
to 100 pOI·cent nickel , using 119 vacuum-melted alloys. The 
following phases were located: The face-centered cubic 
(alpha) olid solution around the nickel corner , the body-
centered cubic (epsilon) solid olutions based on chromium, 
solid solutions based on the nickel-molybdenum binary del ta 
pha e, the ternary igma solid soluLions which, at 1,200° 0, 
are not connected with any of the binary sy tems, and another 
ternary pha e P , wh ich has not been encountered in any of 
the binary systems. The ternary sigma pha e is located in a 
long, narrow field between about 21 and 49 percent chromium 
and approximately 23 to 30 percent molybdenum, wh ich 
extenls approximately parallel to the chromimu-molybclenum 
side of the ternary diagram, as found also in the chromium-
cobal t-molybdenum ternary system. H ere, too, the shape 
and location of the sigma field indicaLe th aL chromium and 
molybdenum can sub titute for each other in forming the 
igma phase. Succe sive pairs of the epsilon, sigma, P , 
and delta phases coexist in 3 two-pha e fields. The alpha 
olid olu tion coexists with the epsilon, igma, P , and delta 
phases in 4 two-pha e field and 3 t lu'ee-phase fields of alpha, 
epsilon, an 1 sigma ; alpha, sigma, and P ; and alpha, P, and 
delta. The two-phase alpha-plu -s igma field cove rs an 
extensive area, starting at molybdenum content as low as 
3.5 percent. 
4. The alpha solicl- olution phase boundary in the c11ro-
mium-cobal t-nickel-molybdenum quaternary sy tem at 
1,200° 0 was determined for con Lant molybdenum conten ts 
of 2.5 , 5, 10, and 20 pOI·cent . Th e over-all effect of molyb-
denum additions to the chromium-cob al t-nickel ternary 
ystem at 1,200° 0 i to deCl·ease Lhe exten t of the faee-
centered cubic (alpha) solid olutions, that is, to hift the 
alpha phase boundary toward lower chromium contents. 
At 1,200° 0 the alpha phase boundary in the 2.5-percent-
molybc1 enmu section i es entially the ame as that in the 
chromium-cobal t-ni ckel ternary y tern, excep t near the 
chromium-nickel side, where it i moved toward higher 
chTomium contents. The phases which coexist with the 
alpha phase in the 2.5-percen t-molyb lenum ection are 
sigma and ep ilon. In the 5-per ent constant-molybdenum 
ection the alpha-phase-bolmdary shift becomes more evi-
dent, al though the magnitude of the hifting is still relatively 
mall . The igma phase is een to coexist with the alpha 
solid olution near both the chromium-cobalt and the chro-
mium-nickel sides of the diagram. This is due to the pres-
ence of the ternary sigma phase in the clu-omium-nickel-
molybdenum ternary system at 1,200° O. The alpha pha e 
al 0 coexis ts wi th epsilon and igma in a three-phase field 
near the c1u-omium-nickel side of the diagram. The shift 
of the alpha phase boundary toward lower chromililll con-
tents i more pronounced in the 10-percent-molybdenum 
ection of the i othermal quaternary sy tem. Again the 
igma phase is een to coexist with the alpha solid olution 
at both the chromium-cobalt and the chromium-nickel end 
of the alpha phase boundary. The alpha phase also coexists 
with epsilon and sigma in a three-phase fi eld n ear the cill·o-
mium-nickel ide of the diao-ram. The alpha phase bOlUld -
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ary in the 20-pel'ccnL-molybclenum section is hifLed Lo 4 
percen t chromium on Lh e chromium-cobal t side of Lhe dia-
gram and to 30 percent cbromium on th e chromium-nic1<:el 
ide. The fiU pha e coexists with the alpha solid olutions 
ncar Lhe cllTomium-cobal t side of Lhe quaternary ection, 
whereas tbe ternary P pllase coexist with the alpha pbase 
at tb e chromium-ni ckel end of Lhe alpha phase boundary. 
5. Th e result of Lhis inve tigation give fur ther uppor t to 
the conclusion that atoms of both face-centered and body-
centered cub ic tran ition clements arc required to form the 
sigma pha e and that clement hav ing the same cry tal 
tructure can ubstitute for each other. It appears tha t the 
same cri terion may hold for ternary olid olu tion of the 
cobalt-molybdenum in termediate mu phase, which is i 0-
morphous with th e corre pond ing in termed iate phase in th e 
iron-molybdenum , cobalt-tungsten, and iron-tungsten binary 
sy tems. The compo i t ion range over which the io-ma 
pbases exi t can b e descri bed fa irly well in term of electron 
vacancy concentration in the 3d Lib-band . This ugge t a 
r.rite l'ion for predicting whether or not the sigma pha e may 
or.Cur wi.t hin any given compo iti on range in alloy systems 
inyolving the trans ition cleme nt 
UNIVEUSI'l'Y OF N O'l'UE DA ME, 
O'l'llE D AME, I ND., J amwry 31, 1951 . 
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TABLE I 
LOT ANALY E BY WEIGHT PER E T 
Molybdcnum Elcmcntor Cobalt compound rondelles Chromium Xickel 
C ........ 0. 17 0.01 ........... 0.003 max. 
Ca O..... . 12 ......................... . 
Co ....... Bal. . .......... 0.6 to O . .. . 
Cr. ................. Bal. ............. . 
Cu....... . 02 Trace .01 
Fc ....... . 12 .06 .01 .005 max. 
ElL •....•.••....•.••• . 045 ............ . 
MgO..... .04 ......................... . 
Mn..... .06 ......................... . 
Mo ........................................... Bal. 
N........ ... ........ .010 .. . .......... . 
i'ii. ...... .46 ............ Ual. 
0......... ............ .51 .............. .003 approx. 
Pb ................•.• . 001 ....... . ..... . 
iO, :?g9 .. ~ ~~~ ...... I .. ~ ~~ :::::::: 
-------------------, 
'fABLE II 
C HX CIBLES U ED FOR MELTING ALLOY 
-
Zirconia Stabilized Alundum zirconia 
-----
2i3 323 2i2 
311 to 314 330 to 332 280 
320 354 288 
:322 360 to 362 289 
402 to 405 366 296 to 29 
414t0419 376 to 383 321 
370 to 372 
375 
3 4 to 401 
407 to 413 
420 to 716 
-
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TABLE III 
DATA FOR TI-IE PHA E DIAGRAi\I OF THE COBALT-NICKEL-MOL YBDEN M SY TEM AT 1,200° C 
Ana lysis (weigh t percen i) 
Allo y 
• 399 400 
40 1 
• 407 
• 408 ll26 
42, 
432 
440 
441 
• 461 462 
• 486 49S 
5~ O 
.141 
.1:12 
5'):! 
• 620 627 
Gi9 
421 
442 
443 
444 
'SW 
54(i 
S47 
!H 
.1.14 
i t.5 
Co 
ii.O 
30 
20 
17.4 
49.62 
32 
79 
50 
20 
49.89 
20 
20 
61i 
10 
M 
10 
:10.2·1 
10.2 
15 
.5.5 
I:' 
25 
31) 
18.28 
14 
18 
22 
22 
12 
- • 550 -1- 22' 74 
596 2:1 
629 20 
41·1 
4(j5 
520 
52 1 
Gi7 
• 595 
• 628 
464 
522 
523 
537 
SS L 
i 
4 
7.05 
7.22 
10 
10 
13 
Ifi 
12 
65 
40 
50 
50 
24.95 
42 
68 
28 
57 
26.47 
5'1 (j2.92 
53 
12 
58 
11 
5{i 
40.84 
.'i:3. i2 
.52 
35 
25 
1.1 
24. 12 
46 
42 
:J8 
2 
4 
18. 7i 
16 
20 
49 
45 
:38 
:15 
36 
30.7 
32.65 
40 
32 
29 
26 
3 
• All fOl'ged pl'i ol' io annea.lin g. 
Mo 
22.92 
35 
30 
30 
32.6 
25.43 
2G 
32 
21 
22 
23 
23.6,j 
26 
37. 08 
27 
23 
32 
25 
34 
28.92 
36.08 
33 
45 
50 
50 
50 
57. GO 
40 
40 
40 
50 
40 
58.49 
fi l 
60 
51 
.50 
58 
58 
60 
62. 17 
60.13 
.,0 
58 
58 
50 
l' hases (porcen i ) found (rom-
P hases (rom fi gure 2 
(percent) 1---------.-----------IAnnoal-
l'"n croslruciure 
Alpha I D elia I Mu Alpha I Delta I Mu X-ray 
Alpha boundary a lloys· 
98 
100 
9 2 
100 
99 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
tOO 
100 
97 
100 
100 
100 
9 
JOO 
100 
98 Tmce 2 
100 '['race 
95 
JOO 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
95 
tOO 
100 
100 
96 
100 
JOO 
96 
100 
Alpha-plus-mu a lloy , 
30 
40 
30 
20 
I 
75 
70 
70 
35 
o 
70 
60 
iO 
o 
99 
2.1 
30 
30 
65 
20 
25 
50 
25 
25 
S 
o 
75 
75 
5 
75 
1\1 u a lloys ' 
1 1 1 ]gg 1 1 I 
40 
45 
10 
]0 
I 
35 
10 
10 
5 
35 
AI I)ha-plus-delia a lloys ' 
60 
55 
90 
90 Tl1l ee 
99 
50 
50 
] 5 
12 
'r'racc 
i)elt>1-plu -mu a lloys' 
95 
98 --- j I 
50 
50 
85 
85 
100 
95 
95 
AII)ha-plus-delia-plus-mu a lloys' 
35 30 40 30 
60 30 15 70 
25 65 10 10 
10 5 5 
30 35 50 10 
Alpha __ _____________________ _ 
Alpha _____________________ _ 
Tmcc A lpha ______________________ __ 
A Ipha ________________________ _ 
'rr-aee Alpha _____________________ __ Alpha __ _____________________ _ 
Alpha ______________________ __ 
Alpha ______________________ __ 
Al pha ________________________ _ 
A Ipha ________________________ _ 
Alpha ________________________ _ 
A I p ha _________________ ______ __ 
Alpha _______________________ _ _ 
Al p ha _____________________ __ 
Alpha ________________________ _ 
Alpha __ _____________________ __ 
<I Al p ha __ __ ___________________ _ 
Alpha __ ___________________ __ 
Alpha _________ _______________ _ 
3 Alpha __ __ ___________________ __ 
Tmce A lp ha _____________________ _ 
i5 Alpha 1)lus IllU ______________ __ 
50 Alpha plus Illu .. ____________ __ 
75 Alpha 1)lus mu .. ____________ __ 
75 Alpha p lus mu .. ____________ __ 
95 Mu ___ ____________________ _ 
20 Alpha plus mu .. ___________ __ 
25 Alp ha plus IllU ____________ __ 
25 Alp ha p lu s Illu .. ___________ __ 95 Mu ______________________ ___ __ 
25 Al p ha plus mlL _________ __ _ __ 
100 1 Mu ____ - --- - --------------1 100 lL ______________________ __ 
100 M u __ _______________________ __ 
Alpha p lus delia .... ___ ______ __ 
Alpha plus della __ ___________ _ 
Del ia __ __________________ __ 
3 Delta ____________________ __ D el ia__ __ __ ______________ __ 
~ I g~l~: : : :::::::::::::::::::::: I 
30 A lpha plus delta 1)lus mu __ ___ 
15 Della plus mu ____________ __ __ 
0 Delia plus mu ____ ____________ 
95 Mu _____________ 
40 Alpha plus deHa pi,ls -,:;;-~ ::::: 
ing 
time 
(h r) 
48 
48 
48 
56 
65 
4 
48 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
65 
48 
48 
48 
48 
48 
48 
48 
4 
95 
95 
95 
95 
95 
95 
95 
95 
95 
95 
95 
95 
95 
95 
95 
95 
95 
95 
95 
95 
95 
95 
95 
95 
95 
• C hemi ca l CO lli pos ition fl'om a na lysis. Composition given (01' oiher a lloys is the iniended mel ted nn>1 lysis. 
• No t forged prior to ann ea li ng. 
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T AB LE I V 
D.\ TA FOR T HE P II AHE DIAGRA:\ I OF T il E C HRO i\II ' M-COBALT-l\10LYBDEK 
.\ nalvsis Phas{'s from fi ~ lIl' (, ~ 
(wl' igh L lil'reen I) ( IJl· reen I) 
.\110)' 
Phases foun d fro m-
(pc recnL) 
lVfi cros il'lI ctul'C 
I Co :' 10- ~IPha 1 ' iglll ll 1 R 
1------
:' I u Cr Alpha r Sigma I' 
X ·ra y 
Ann ea l-
ing 
tim e 
(hr) 
---------- ~---- -------
2i 2 33. 15 64.35 2.5 90 10 
366 29.45 li5.55 5 100 
b :37 30.3 1 65.96 3. i 3 100 
b 399 ii.08 22.92 98 
41 3 10 i2 18 95 
4:30 10 i n 14 100 
431 20 i O 10 100 
4:32 i 9 21 100 
45:3 20 68 12 100 
455 10 i4 !G 100 
456 :l ii 20 100 
b 4il 28.8.1 64.8 6.37 98 
487 4 i6 20 100 
, 499 25. fi l fi5. 4 8.99 ] 00 
(j01i 22.5 64.5 13 90 10 
, 6 19 14 .58 69. i8 15.64 ] 00 
, 6:l2 9. S8 i2. 99 17. 13 ] 00 
64-1 25 64.5 10.5 92 8 
, 645 Ii. 42 6 .01 14 .57 IOI) 
, 665 J4. i G . 65 16. 65 95 
273 31. 28 60. i2 8 75 2.1 
288 :38.02 59.48 2.5 ()5 :15 
3 1-1 :!6. I 5S.9 5 62 :\~ 
~22 :\6. H 55.2 8 50 50 
, :l:lO 3·1. IIi n:3.4 1 2.4:3 H7 1:1 
384 42. :3 5 J. i (; :!5 6.1 
, :\98 :1I .7 li:l. U9 5.21 8i 1:1 
4iO 29 62 9 5 15 
b 474 :12.22 47.57 20.21 1.1 5 
512 2i 0:3 20 45 55 
S:38 28, :; 51. 5 20 40 110 
539 :38 4 14 20 '0 
54:3 28 41i 211 .1 9.1 
555 4 1 45 14 :; 95 
b 5.17 23. :3 .'ili. 08 20.62 5.1 45 
" 6 16 :3:3.70 44 .98 21.27 5 95 
b 682 i.2 45. Ii 47. 2 8 92 
- ------ ---------
'4 12 19. :lIi Ii.>. 29 15.35 90 
5:3:3 Iti 52 32 40 
, 5.18 19. HI 57.9 22. 29 55 
5(;0 II i no 24 (jO 
502 ) . H a8 2 
.\ l(lha houndary alloys a 
I 1:n;~e I 
5 
)00 
)00 
95 
90 
100 
100 )00 
100 
100 )00 
98 
100 
JOO 
90 
100 
lOll 
95 )00 
9& 
~\ Ipha-plus-sigma a l1 o~.::. t 
65 
(;0 
(;Q 
50 
90 
40 
90 
80 
15 
50 
50 
25 
5 
10 
50 
5 
10 
.\ lpha · plus·R a lloys ' 
10 90 
(;0 50 
4.1 50 
40 (;Q 
98 2 
Alpha·plus·mll a llo)'s ' 
55 
50 
95 
.15 
50 
50 
5 
i5 
15 
10 
~5 
40 
40 
50 
10 
(;0 
10 
20 
85 
5() 
50 
i5 
95 
90 
50 
95 
90 
'r rare 
5 )0 
Alpha . .......... .. 
Alpha _. __ ..•.••..•• 
Alpha. __ .... __ .•• 
Alpha __ . _____ . __ __ 
Alpha __ .... ___ ._ .. 
Alpha ... _ ...... _ .. 
Alpha .. ___ . .. 
.\ Ipha ... __ .... . 
Alpha . _____ ... ___ . 
Alpha .. __ ....... .. 
A lpha ___ ....• 
Alpha ............. . 
Alpha ____ .. _ 
J\lpha .. ~ 
Alpha .. ___ ... . 
Alpha ..... . 
Al pha .. 
.\ Ipha ..... _. 
Alpha ..... . 
Al pha 
-------------
Al pha . 96 
A Ipha plus'si~Il1;' ~: : 9(; 
Alpha plussjgmu ___ _ 96 
Alpha plus s igma .. 105 
.\Iphn ...... 5(i 
'igma plus aipfl;l-. _. 96 
Alpha......... I 9(; 
Alpha .... _. _ .. _ 145 
S igm~L____ _ _____ 145 
Alpha plus sigma 9(; 
Sigma p lus a lpha .... 9(i 
·igmu ........... ... 9(; 
Sigma. _________ 145 
SigmfL ______________ 150 
A Ipha plus sigma 96 
s, igmH ______________ 150 
ig ma .... __ .... _. 150 
-----------.---1 
10 
50 
50 
40 
98 
50 
50 
95 
25 
Al pha .... ______ i 6 
.\ l(lha plus H 96 
.\l pha (llus H 96 
A Ipha plu s R 96 
H ______ ........... 150 
AI(lha plus IlllL. .... 1 
Alpha plus mll .. . . . 
:.Iu .. ___ ........... . 
Alpha plus mu _ ... . 
96 
96 
96 
96 
(I All fO l'ged prior to annea ling. 
b Chemica l composition from analysis. Composition gh"en for other alloys is the in tended melted analysis. 
I: ~Ot forgeci prior to annealing. 
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TABLE IV- Concluded 
DATA FOR THE P H ASE DIAGRAM OF THE HROMIUM- OBALT-l\lOLYBDENUi\ [ YSTEl\l AT ] ,200° 
l:> hascs found fr'o lTI-
Al1a lysis Phases from fi gure 4 (percent) Alcueal· (wcight percent) (percent) in g: Alloy M iCl'ostructu 1'0 tim e 
X ·ray (hr) 
Co Mo Alpha I igma I E I Mu Alpha I Sigma I E fu 
Alpba·plus·sigma·plus· E alloys' 
, 513 19. 49. 7 30. 34 20 5 75 20 10 70 E plus a1 pba ... __ _ . 96 
556 24 50 26 1 0 2 20 0 T race Sigma . .. ___ ___ ____ 96 
605 1 . 5 45.5 36 2 90 9 I 90 R .. ___ ___ . __ __ ___ ._ 96 
6.13 22.5 46.5 31 5 70 25 10 70 20 igma plus R .. ____ 96 
649 2'1.5 47 28. 5 5 90 5 5 90 5 Sigma ____ ____ __ ___ 150 
Alpba·pJus·E·plus-ID U alloys' 
11 559 13. 67 53. 12 33. 21 40 59 1 40 60 Trace E plus alpba ___ . . __ 96 , 
.1 13 76 60. 99 25. 25 70 10 20 75 10 15 Alpha plu lTIU ____ 96 
680 11. 5 44 44.5 2 43 55 2 48 50 Mil plus E _____ ___ 96 
, 681 9. 2 43. 03 47.1 5 4 '1'l'ace 96 Trace 9 Mu ____ ____ __ . ____ 96 
igma alloys' 
392 52. 6 41.4 6 100 100 igma ____ __ ______ 150 
3P3 .16.4 37.6 6 80 Sigma. __ ___ . __ . __ 150 
423 34 36 30 75 igma. __ . ___ . • ___ 150 
b 4i2 39.97 40.56 19. 47 100 100 Higma ___ . ______ . . 150 
473 37 43 20 100 100 igma ___ .. _____ __ J50 
' 485 3.3.99 42. 94 23. 07 100 100 Sigma __ __ ___ . __ . . J50 
, 500 41. 3 3 . 56 20. 14 95 igma. __ ________ _ 150 
530 32 42 26 100 100 Sigma __ __ ___ _____ J50 
, 5.3 1 28.37 40.69 30. 94 d 95 
--- --------------
150 
543 28 46 26 95 igrnn _______ ____ _ J50 
590 46 44 10 JOO 'rrace 100 Sigma . __ . ... . ____ 150 
, 593 27.1 42. <[ 30. 5 100 100 T race Sigma .... __ . ___ ._ 150 
594 30 42 28 100 100 l:l i gm~ ____ . _____ _ 1.10 
624 2.5 ·J4 .5 27 100 100 igma ___ . ______ . 150 
625 27 45.5 27.5 100 'l'raco JOO igmt1. ___ _________ 150 
igma·plus·R alloys' 
, 422 24. 42 45.82 29. 76 85 15 80 20 igma ____ _______ _ ISO 
, 497 19. 79 41. 95 38. 26 10 90 10 90 TL 96 
532 24 42 3<[ 60 40 50 50 • igma -plus Ii:::::: 96 
650 19 44 37 15 5 25 75 R _ 
----- ------ -
96 
E alloys' 
, 514 15. 71 41. 69 42.60 100 
I 
----
I 
100 R . .. _ .. __ .. _. __ _ . 96 
, 591 13.7 43. 9 4.2.33 100 
----
100 E __ _ . _______ . __ __ 96 
R·plus·mu alloys' 
515 12 41 47 40 60 50 50 I ~1.l~~~I~~~_I~ -:::::: : I 96 666 IG 40 44 98 2 95 5 96 
Mu alloys' 
516 6 41 • 53 100 100 ~[u . __ . _ .. . ___ . . __ 96 
545 11 3 51 99 96 Mu . __ ... _ ... _ . . __ 96 
'574 .51 40.37 51.12 100 100 1\[11 -- - ---- - --- --- 96 
, 630 9. 4. 42. 47. 2 98 9 ~(u ----- -- -- - ---- 96 
631 10 42 4 9 9 '\Iu 
------- - --- - --
9(; 
h Chemical composit ion from anal ysis. Composition givcn for othcr alloys is tbe intended melted analysis. 
' Not forgcd prior to anncalin g. 
d A Iso two second phases. 
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TABLE V 
DATA FOR THE PHA E DIAGRAM OF THE CHROMIU~I-KICKEL-MOL YBDEN M Sy TE:\I AT 1, 2000 C 
Pha s (percent) (ound (rom-
Analysis (weight percent) Phases [rom fi gure 6 (percent) Anneal-
Alloy Microstructure ing time 
Alpha !EPsilon! Sigma! Alpha !EPsilon! Sigma! 
! 
X-rar (hr) 
Cr Ni JlIo P Delta P Delta 
Alpha alloys· 
• 360 42.51 55.0 2.41 )00 )00 
Alpha ___________________________ 48 
375 39. 9 55. 1 5 100 100 Alpha ___ ________________________ 4 
• 382 40.56 54.92 4.52 100 100 
Alpha ___________________________ 4 
400 65 35 100 100 Alpha ___________________________ 4 
427 6 32 100 100 Alpha ___________________________ 4 
433 10 64 26 100 )00 Alpha ________________________ __ _ 4 
434 26 58 16 100 100 Alpha ___________________________ 4 
• 437 35.99 54 . 28 9.73 100 100 Treee Alpha ___ ___ ________________ _____ 4 
• 43 25.4 57. 31 17.21 100 Trace 100 1 
Alpha ___________________________ 4 
464 10 62.5 27.5 100 100 Alpha ___________________________ 48 
• 486 62.92 37.0 100 100 
Alpba ___________________________ 48 
• 688 61. 75 33.25 100 Trace 100 
rrrace A Ipha ___________________________ 48 
Alpba-plus-epsilon alloys' 
298 56.33 41.17 2. 5 55 45 50 50 Alpba plus epsilon __ . ___________ 96 
• 311 43.37 54.17 2.46 95 5 95 5 
Alpha ___________________________ 4 
• 387 53. 6 40.28 5. 6 50 50 50 50 
Alpha plu epsilon ______________ 96 
404 70.5 23.6 6 5 95 10 90 Epsilon _________________________ 96 
449 60 30 10 5 95 
I 
------
10 90 Epsilon _________________________ 96 
562 60 35 5 35 65 --._-- 40 60 Epsilon plus a lpha ______________ 96 
563 57.5 35 7.5 30 70 
------
30 70 Epsilon p ins a lpha ______________ 96 
614 43.5 53 3.5 98 2 ------ 95 5 
Alpha __ _________________________ 4 
Alpha-plus-sigma alloys' 
39 42.75 52.25 5 95 5 95 5 Alpha ___________________________ 4 
410 26 64 20 5 15 90 10 Alpha ___________________________ 56 
411 40 50 10 85 15 80 20 Alpha ___________________________ 56 
418 45 35 20 25 75 25 75 igma plus alpha ________________ 96 
6435 36.25 53.63 10.12 98 2 95 5 Alpha ___________________________ 4 
445 2 49 23 75 25 75 25 Alpha plus sigma _______________ 96 
446 32 38 30 35 65 25 75 igma plus a lpha ________________ 96 
447 40 30 30 5 95 5 95 igma __ __ _______________________ 96 
451 36 46 18 70 30 60 40 Alpha plus sigma _______________ 96 
452 43 44 13 65 35 60 40 Alpha plus sigma _______________ 96 
476 40 40 20 45 55 50 50 Sigma plus a lpha____________ __ 96 
477 35 40 25 40 60 50 50 igma plus a lpha ___ _____________ 96 
478 48 32 20 20 80 25 75 Sigma __ _________________________ 96 
479 41 33 26 20 80 20 80 Sigma ___ _______________________ _ 96 
480 36 34 30 20 0 25 75 igms ___________________________ 96 
4 2 28 32 40 10 90 10 90 Sigma. __ ________________________ 96 
483 33 32 35 10 90 5 95 Sigma __________________________ _ 96 
4 4 27 38 35 30 70 40 60 igma plus alpha _______________ 96 
491 45 30 25 10 90 15 85 Sigma ___________________________ 96 
• 569 45.9 37. 16. 5 40 60 50 50 
Sigma plus alpha ________________ 96 
570 46.5 36 17. 5 30 70 40 60 Sigma plus a lpha ___ ____________ 96 
• 597 44.35 44.67 10.98 65 35 60 40 
Alpha plus sigma ____ ________ ___ 96 
608 23.5 39 37.5 30 70 25 75 igma plus alpha ____ ____________ 96 
615 48.5 30.5 21 10 90 15 85 Igma ___________________________ 96 
617 24.5 32 43. 5 7 93 5 95 Sigma ___________________________ 96 
634 23.3 48 28.7 65 35 70 30 Alpha plus sigma _____ ___ ___ ____ 96 
• 641 22.76 31. 6 45.64 5 95 5 95 
19·ma __ ________ . ________________ 96 
654 35 30 35 1 99 Trace 100 igma ___________________________ 150 
663 22.5 48.5 29 75 25 75 25 Alpha plus sigma ___ ____________ 96 
684 22 32 46 5 95 5 95 Sigma ___ ____________________ __ __ 96 
687 29.5 30.5 40 2 9 1 99 Igma ___________________________ 96 
Alpha-plus-P a lloys' 
409 10 60 30 95 5 93 7 Alpha ___________________________ 4 
41 5 20 40 40 35 65 30 70 P plus a lpha ________________ _____ 96 
• 457 22.9 56.45 20.65 90 10 95 5 
Alpha __ __ __ ________________ _____ 4 
'460 14.28 59 26.72 95 5 9 2 Alpha ___________________________ 4 
466 20 50 30 75 25 0 20 Alpha plus P ___________________ 96 
467 10 55 35 80 20 75 25 Alpha plus P _______________ _____ 96 
468 10 45 45 35 65 50 50 P plus alpha __ ___________________ 96 
• 469 22.09 57.33 20. 5 95 5 95 5 
Alpha ___________________________ 4 
510 10 35 55 5 95 3 97 P _------------------------------- 96 
• 579 15.07 33.72 51. 21 3 97 5 95 P _-- ----------------------- ------ 96 612 .5 35 56.5 3 97 5 95 P _-- --------------------------- - - 96 
• 636 11. 28 59.46 29.26 93 7 95 5 
Alpha __ _______________________ __ 4 
• 664 21. 25 48.23 30.52 65 35 70 30 
Alpha plus P ___________________ 96 
689 6.41 53.4 40.11 65 35 70 30 Alpha plus P ____________________ 96 
Alpha-plus-della a lloys' 
414 
1 1 
49 51 
1 
40 
1 1 1 1 
60 
1 
50 
1 1 1 I 
50 1 A lpha p lus delu,- __ --- ---------1 95 691 4.5 54.5 41 70 30 75 25  lLa _ _____________ 96 
692 4.5 46 49. 5 40 60 50 50 Delta p lus a lpha _______________ 96 
• All forged prior to annealing. 
• Chemical composition (rom analysis. Compo ition given (or other alloys is the intended melted analysis. 
, Not forged prior to annealing. 
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T ABLE V-Concluded 
D ATA FOR THE PHASE DIAG RAM OF THE CHROMIUM-NI CKEL-MOLYBDENUM SYSTEM AT 1,200° C 
Pbases (perccnt) fonnd from-
Analysis (weigh t p rccn t) Phases from figurc 6 (percent) --------------.----,...----- --- - ----.- Anneal· 
Alloy M icrostrncture 
Cr Ni Mo -AIPba EPsilon l Sigma I p ~elta Alpba EPsilon l igma I P I D elta X·ray 
320 
• 448 
• 450 
475 
564 
b 565 
566 
586 
b 588 
• 598 
• 600 622 
655 
672 
568 
b 613 
642 
669 
635 
b 670 
690 
397 
599 
618 
676 
419 
567 
b 587 
b 640 
643 
416 
481 
493 
508 
• 509 
511 
527 
577 
578 
602 
603 
604 
685 
528 
686 
492 
43.7 
48.66 
49.82 
47 
54.5 
52.5 
55 
51 
52.6 
55. 85 
48.5 
50 
43.5 
59.5 
20 
19.3 
21. 25 
22 
7 
7.1 
5.5 
76.2 
65 
61 
65 
61 
52.5 
51. 99 
47. 6 
49 
59 
34 
37 
47 
32 
25. 06 
38 
31 
31. 5 
30.5 
25 
36 
45 
22.5 
22 
23.5 
20 
51. 3 
31. 25 
37. 19 
40 
35 
34.54 
30 
29 
28. 73 
35. 1 
45. 4 
28 
52.25 
29 
35 
32.5 
32 
49 
45 
35.8 
54 
17. 
22 
27 
25.75 
19 
25 
27.19 
27.2 
27.5 
2 
26 
28 
23 
23 
26. 12 
22 
29 
24. 5 
26.5 
27. 5 
24 
25 
30 
28 
27.5 
30 
5 
20.09 
12. 99 
13 
10.5 
12. 96 
15 
20 
1 .67 
9.05 
6.1 
22 
4.25 
11. 5 
45 
48.2 
46.75 
29 
48 
57. J 
40.5 
6 
13 
12 
9.25 
20 
22.5 
20.82 
25.2 
23.5 
13 
40 
35 
30 
45 
4 . 2 
40 
40 
44 
43 
47.5 
40 
30 
47.5 
50 
49 
50 
90 
15 
30 
45 
35 
20 
JO 
5 
2 
23 
65 
Trace 
94 
2 
30 
5 
5 
70 
Trace 
5 
30 
5 
50 
40 
50 
20 
3 
75 
34 
10 
J 
93 
100 
100 
9 
100 
35 
25 
2 
80 
10 
o 
40 
50 
15 
40 
40 
75 
60 
2 
1 
90 
5 
5 
30 
5 
95 
15 
65 
75 
98 
20 
100 
100 
98 
100 
100 
JOO 
JOO 
100 
100 
100 
A lpha·plus·epsilon·plus·s igma alloys' 
90 
10 
35 
50 
25 
30 
20 
5 
5 
30 
50 
5 
95 
Trace 
1 
10 
25 
55 
35 
50 
20 
20 
50 
30 
10 
rfrace 
o 
Alpha·plus·sigma·plus·P a lloys' 
40 
90 
rfracc 
15 
30 
JO 
5 
75 
Alpba·plus·P·plus·d elta a lloys ' 
E psHon a lloys' 
100 
100 
9 
80 
40 
50 
20 
35 
30 
75 
75 
20 
20 
85 
5 
20 
30 
15 
95 
10 
100 Trace 
Trnce 100 
E psilon·plus·sigma a lloys' 
Sigm a a lloys ' 
65 
30 
30 
5 
60 
igma·plus·P alloys' 
P alloys' 
35 
70 
70 
95 
40 
100 
100 
d 90 
d 90 
• 95 
d 90 
JOO 
JOO 
JOO 
100 
100 
100 
100 
40 
75 
Trace 
15 
Alpba ................... . ... . .. . 
Sigma ....................... . .•. 
Sigma plus e l)silon ...... . ... . . . . 
Sigma plus a lpba ............... . 
Epsilon p lus sigma . •. ........... 
Epsilon pl us sigma . . ........... . 
Epsilon p lus sigma ............. . 
Sigma ... ............ . . . ... ... . . . 
Sigma .... ............ . . . . . ... . . . 
Epsilon plus a lpba plus sigma . . . 
Alpba plus epsi lon plus sigma .. . Sigtna _______________ ________ ___ _ 
Alp ha ....... . ................. . . 
Epsilon plus sigma . __ ________ __ _ 
P plus s igma .... . .............. . 
P .. ...•....•.......•....•.•.•.•. 
Sigma ..•...... ... . . •.• . ......... 
Alpha .................... . ..... . 
'1'1ce I ~ .~I·~~~!~)!~~ :: :::::::: : :::::::::I 
20 Alpha plus del ta ............... . 
Epsilon ..................... . . . . 
Epsi lon . .. ........•.•... . ..•• .. . 
Epsi lon ................. . ...... . 
Epsilon ... .................... . 
Sigma plus epsi lon ............. . 
igma .................•.....•••. 
Sigma ..... . .................... . 
Sigma . .................... . . . .. . 
Epsilon p lus sigma . .. . .... .. . . . . 
Sigma . .... . . ..•. . . _ ..•..•.•••.•. 
Sigma ... ...... . . . . . . . . . . . ... . .. . 
Sigma .....•.•. .. . .. . . . . . .. .. . ... 
Sigma . . . ....... . ............... . 
igmu .. _ ....................... . 
Sigma .. . ... • . •.... . •....... •.•.. 
Sigma .. •............ . . . ....... . . 
Sigma .. . ....................... . 
Sigma .. . ........ . .............. . 
Sigma . ......................... . 
Sigma .. . ..•......... _ .......•... 
Sigma ..... . . . . . . . . . _ .. . . . ... . .. . 
Sigma . ......... .. . . ............ . 
I Sigma plus P ···················-1 Sigma ... ............ . .......... . P . .........••.....••.....•. •••.• 
5 0 15 30 55 I .... I .... I .... I 100 I .... I .... I .... I .... I 100 I .... I P .... .... ........ . . . . .. •. . .. . .. . / 
529 
b 561 
626 
671 
5 
2.81 
4 
4 
36 
36. 67 
36.5 
37.25 
59 
60.52 
59.5 
58. 75 
30 
2 
Delta alloys' 
70 
100 
9 
99 Trace 
b Cbem ical com position {rom a na lysis. Co mposition given for other a lloys is tile intended m elted analysis. 
' Not forged prior to annealing. 
d Also 10 percon t of 8 second pbase . 
• A lso two second pbases. 
40 60 Delta plus P .. . . .... ", .. , ... ", 
100 D elta .... .. . .. . ...... .. ........ . 
'I'race 100 D elLa ....... . . . . . ... . .......... . 
100 D elta ......•...... . . . . . ..... . ... 
ing 
time 
(hr) 
75 
150 
J50 
150 
150 
150 
150 
150 
150 
150 
150 
J50 
i5 
J50 
96 
96 
96 
96 
96 
96 
96 
150 
150 
150 
150 
150 
150 
150 
150 
150 
96 
96 
96 
96 
96 
96 
96 
96 
96 
96 
96 
96 
96 
96 
96 
96 
96 
96 
96 
96 
96 
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TABLE VI 
DAT A FOR TH E P HASE DIAGRA M OF TH E CH ROr-IIL r- I -COB.·\LT-~I K E L-r-IOLY BDEXL \[ ,,'STF r-[ ,\ 1' 1,200° C 
Analysis (wr ight percrnt) 
Alloy 
('I' Co ~i 
280 42.9 16.58 38.02 
2S8 38.02 59. 4~ 
2 9 35. I 62.4 
296 38.02 44. ,) 14.():1 
297 44.35 15.6 37.05 
, 311 43.37 54.17 
312 40.95 31. 2 25.3.5 
:113 44. 5 9. 75 42.9 
323 39 3 1. 2 27.3 
, 3:10 :11.16 63.4 1 
<33 1 36. 4 45. 13 15.61 
332 43.38 9.75 43.87 
<354 37.34 31. 90 28.08 
, 360 '12.5 1 55.08 
, 361 41. 94 9.51 46. 12 
362 39.98 2'1. 3 33.15 
372 40.46 24. :18 32.66 
376 38. 76 :11. 2 27.54 
:37i 43.39 9.75 44. :16 
314 :IH.I 58.9 
I 320 4:1.7 51.3 321 4:1.7 19 32.3 
366 29.45 65.55 
375 39.9 55. I ( 3i 30.3 1 6.,.96 . 
c 3i9 34.62 42.49 18.72 
' 3 0 '10.37 Hi. 37.84 
<38 1 39.69 9.34 45.78 
, 382 40.56 
--
54.92 
<38 38.84 10 46. 56 
389 42.75 52.25 
390 39.06 17. 14 38.99 
39 
I 
:11.7 63.09 
------
428 ;3.;' 17 42.4., 17.16 
429 :17.64 27. 3 29.62 
436 :li.05 28.5 29.45 
431 20 70 
<435 31i. 25 53.63 
c: 437 35.99 54.28 
506 28.8 4 .6 12.6 
507 3'1. 2 I :Ji.8 
, 5 17 26.75 48.65 14.3 
, 51R 2R 72 34 . 2 2(;' 87 
, 519 :1 1. 5 I 40 . . 1 
, 621 29.48 ~~. 90 26.42 
, 1\23 2i. 4 48.2.5 13.48 
, 653 33.4 n.2 46.7 
4.16 3 77 
r 4.1; 22.9 56.45 
4.18 16 24 40 
459 11.2 48 20. 
, 4(;9 22.09 5i.33 
487 4 76 
488 I ii 48 16 
4 9 20.8 32 27.2 
490 24 12.8 4:1.2 
501 9.6 04 6.4 
502 14. 48 li.2 
fiO:! 19. ? 32 28.8 
504 20. 24 35.2 
.105 21. 6 12.8 4".6 
.,24 20 12.8 47.2 
525 I .4 24 :37. 6 
'>26 16. :12 31. 2 
651 14 ()l.() 7.2 
I: {)52 12.4 47.7 19.3 
Phases (pel'crIlL) rOll lld (rom-
Phases from figurc 
(prrcrn t ) 
:110 
,; icrostl'uC'tur(' 
~IPhll I ~i~II'" 11':I" ' ilOII 
2.5·pcrC(,llt-molyhdrl'lulll Quatcrnary alloys (J 
2.5 ' 99 
2. 5 65 35 60 
2.5 15 90 
2. 5 ' 95 
2 . .; , 95 
2.46 95 95 
2 .. 5 '85 
2.5 ' 90 
2 .• 5 
' 9 2.4:1 87 13 90 
2.42 ' 99 
2.5 
' 9 2.68 100 100 
2.41 100 100 
2.43 100 100 
2.5 100 100 
2.5 
• 98 2.5 ' 99 
2. 5 
• 99 
5-prrcC'l1t-molybdrl1um qUHL('111ary nlloysa 
5 62 38 -- 60 
.> 90 10 Trace 90 
.5 
• 90 
., 100 100 
S 100 
--
100 
:1.73 100 
--
100 
4. 17 100 
--
100 
4.99 . ' 
--
b 95 
5. 19 
-- • 98 4.52 100 --. 100 
4.60 100 100 
5 95 5 
--
95 
4.81 100 d 100 
5.21 7 13 
--
90 
5.22 
----
, 98 
5.27 ' 95 
5 100 100 
lO-pf'rccnt-molybdcn ulll Qwternary alloys /I 
10 100 100 
10.12 98 9 
9.73 100 100 
10 
• 90 10 ' 8.5 
10.3 100 100 
10.21 100 100 
10 100 100 
10.2 • 9., 
10. ·I:l • 9:1 
10. 7 
• 92 
20-percC'llt-molybdC'ltum quaternary alloys 0. 
Alpha P :I [ u Alpha 
20 100 100 
20.65 90 10 95 
20 100 100 
20 100 100 
20.58 95 9.1 
20 100 Trace 100 
20 /, 80 
20 '80 
20 b 80 
10 b 9 
20 • 90 
20 '88 
20 b 85 
20 
• 92 
20 d 100 
20 
• 95 20 
• 92 
20 /. 9 
20. 6 d 100 
-10 
10 
10 
10 
9 
--
,) 
10 
--
l' 
5 
I 
. 
--
--
:llu 
1'rucc 
A lpha plus 
sigma 
Alpha 
--
------.----- -- --
Alpha .. __ 
---- -----------
Alpha ... 
Alpha .. . . 
Alpha ____ 
A lpha ____ 
A Ipha ____ 
A Ipha plus 
s igma __ 
AI I)ha . 
Alpha __ __ 
Alpha .. __ 
Alpha .... 
Alpha .. __ 
A lpha .. __ . 
A Ipha __ .. 
Alpha ____ 
A lpha .... 
-----
Alpha .. __ 
Alpha 
Alpha 
A Iph" .. : 
A Ip hu ____ 
A lp ha ... 
A lp h" ... 
A lpha ... 
Alpha .. 
Alpha ... 
Al pha ... 
A lpha .. ' 
A lpha ... 
• All forged prior to armea li ng . 
• Remaining pprcentage is uniden tificd srcond phase. 
t Chem ical composition from analysis. Composition gh'cn for other a lloys is the intrIlded mc!tf'd analysis. 
d Also trace of unidentified second phasr. 
IAnneal. 
IIIK I time 
(hr) 
4~ 
96 
9(\ 
4 • 
4 
4 
48 
4 
4 
48 
4 
48 
48 
4 
4S 
48 
4.Il 
48 
4 ' 
9(; 
75 
48 
48 
48 
48 
48 
48 
4 
4 
48 
48 
4 
96 
4 ' 
4B 
48 
48 
18 
Ie 
48 
4 
4 
48 
4 
48 
48 
48 
4 
48 
48 
48 
4 
48 
48 
48 
48 
48 
48 
18 
48 
48 
4~ 
48 
48 
48 
·1 ' 
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T ABLE VII 
TYPI CAL X-RAY DTFFRA nO)! PATTERN OF 
FACE- E~TERED C"CBI LPHA PHASE 
Line Estimated d Radiation h kl inLensit.y rK 
--------
--------
I M ed ium ____ 29. 6 2.09 Beta ______ 111 
2 Strong ____ __ 33. 17 2.09 Alpha _____ lJl 
3 Very weak __ 35.21 1.804 Deta ______ 200 
4 Mediulll ____ 39.30 1.805 Alpha _____ 200 
5 Very weak 54. 4 1.272 Deta .. ____ 220 
6 Weak ______ . 63. 5 1.273 Alpha' ____ 220 W eak _______ 64.01 1.273 Alpha' ____ 220 
Very weak __ 73.53 1.085 Beta ______ 311 
TABLE I X 
T.\BLE VIU 
TYPI CAL X-R Y DIFFRACTION P A TTEIU, OF 
BODY-CEKTERED CUIn C EP fLO)' PHASE 
Line E stimated 0 d Radiation hkl intensity Cr K 
---
I N[ccliu m 30.69 2.039 Beta ...... 110 
s trong. 
2 Strong .. . . __ 34.13 2.037 Alpha . . _ .. 110 
3 Weak . __ ._. 46.43 1.435 Beta_. ____ 200 
4 \Veak _______ 52.75 1.435 Alpha' . __ . ~'J 5 Very weak __ 52. 7 1.435 Alpha'- ___ ~ 6 M edium 62.64 1.171 Beta ______ weak. 7 Strong ______ 77.42 1.171 Alpba' ____ 211 
?-l edium 7i.89 1.171 Alpha' ____ 211 
s trong. 
T YPI CAL X-RAY DIFFRA TIO~ PATTE R NS OF 'HROMIUM-NI KEL-MOLYB DENUM AND CHROMIUM-
COBALT-:'IOL YBDEKUl\f SI GMA PHASES 
Line I Estimated intensity I 
I lVrcdiu m __ .. ____ __ 
2 Ivf('dium wcak _____ _ 
3 j\.f cdi uIII wcak ____ __ _ 
4 Ivrcciiulll wcak ___ .~._ 
5 'Medium wcak . ___ __ _ 
6 Medium __ . . __ __ 
7 j\ll eciiu lll wcak _____ _ 
8 AJrdi um wc.'lk ______ _ 
9 Medium __________ __ 
10 ]H cdi ulll wcak ______ _ 
II M edium ___ ---- ___ . 
12 M edi um sLrong ____ _ _ 
13 Strong _ ____ - __ _ 
14 trong ____ . ---- ___ . 
15 M edium _________ __ 
16 Very weak ________ __ 
J 7 Vcry vcry weak. _ . __ 
1 Vcry Ycry weak . ___ _ 
19 'Medium weak ______ _ 
J Vcry weak . ________ _ 
2 Very weak ________ __ 
3 Wea k ___ . 
4 lVJcdi ull1 weak __ ___ _ 
5 Medium __ _ 
6 Medium _____ - __ 
7 Wea k __ .... __ . 
i\lfcdiulll \v(,~l k ____ _ 
9 Medium strong ____ -
10 l\·l edi um ___ ---- __ __ 
11 i\ll cdiulll strong ___ _ 
12 i\[cdiull1 . __ -. _____ . 
13 Strong ____ . ---- __ __ 
14 trong ___________ __ 
15 Strong _____ - - ____ _ 
16 M ed ium __________ __ 
J7 JVf (.'d iulll weak . ____ _ 
J Vcry vcry weak. __ _ 
19 Very weak _______ __ 
20 Very weak __ . --_ 
25.32 
26.66 
27.38 
28.25 
28.61 
29.51 
30.40 
31. 25 
31. 76 
31. 96 
32.87 
33. 75 
34.81 
35.60 
36. 
37.7 
39.03 
39.70 
43.15 
25.53 
26.7 
27.52 
28.3 1 
28. 
29. 
30.44 
3 1. 35 
3 1. 
32. 11 
32.95 
33. 5 
34. 6 
35.69 
36.65 
37. 7 
39.81 
43.09 
55. 16 
55.33 
rl 
Cr·~i·Mo sigma phase determined [rom a lloy 5 7 
2.672 
2.31 
2.485 
2.416 
2.387 
2.320 
2.056 
2.004 
2. 172 
2.160 
1.917 
2.057 
2.002 
1.964 
1. 918 
1. 64 
1. 15 
1.79 
1.672 
AII)ba. 
Beta. 
Alpba. 
A lpha . 
Alpha . 
Alpha. 
BNa. 
Beta. 
Alpha. 
Alpha. 
B tao 
Alpha. 
Alpha. 
Alpha. 
AI I)ha. 
Al pha. 
Alpha. 
Alpha. 
Alpha. 
20 Vcryweak _______ __ 
21 Vcryvcryweak . __ _ 
22 \I· eak _____________ __ 
23 Medium _________ __ 
24 M ed ium weak _____ __ 
25 Wea k _____________ __ 
26 Veryvcrywcak . __ _ _ 27 Wea k _____________ __ 
2 Veryweak ________ _ 
29 Weak ___________ _ __ 
30 Veryweak _________ _ 
31 Medium weak _____ __ 
32 Weak ____________ __ 
33 Wcak _____________ __ 
34 Very weak _ . . _____ __ 
35 Weak ______________ _ 
36 Veryweak __ ______ __ 
37 Very weak __ ______ __ 
Very Ycry weak . __ _ 
Cr·Co·Mo sigma phase determined from a lloy 530 
2.651 
2.3 14 
2.473 
2. 410 
2.3 2 
2.315 
2.053 
I. 999 
2.164 
2.150 
1. 913 
2.052 
2.000 
1. 960 
1. 915 
1. 63 
1.76 
I. 674 
1. 392 
I. 391 
Alpha. 
Beta. 
Alpha . 
A lpha. 
Alpha. 
Alpha. 
Beta. 
Beta. 
Alpha. 
A lpha. 
Beta. 
Alpba. 
A lpba. 
Alpha. 
Alpha. 
Alpha . 
Alpha. 
Alpha. 
Alpha,. 
Alpha •. 
21 Very weak _________ . 
22 Vcry very weak. __ _ 
23 Medium stron g_. __ 
24 Medium __ __ _____ _ 
25 M edi um __ _________ . 
26 "{ed ium weak ____ __ 
27 fedium sLrong __ _ __ 
2 M edium weak ___ __ 
29 Weak __ ___________ __ 
30 Very weak. _. ___ _ 
31 Medium weak _____ _ 
32 Medium weak ____ . 33 Weak __ ___________ __ 
34 Very weak __ _____ __ 
35 Medium strong ___ __ 
36 Medium __________ __ 
37 Wea k _____________ _ 
W eak ___ . __________ _ 
39 Weak _____________ __ 
40 Very weak __ ______ _ 
.02 
58.14 
61. 04 
63.52 
63.72 
6·!. i7 
64.94 
65.57 
65.72 
65.95 
66.15 
66. 6 
67. 03 
68.74 
.95 
69.67 
69. 7 
74.68 
75.0·\ 
58.28 
58.47 
63.87 
64.05 
65.27 
65.46 
65.89 
6ft 05 
66.42 
66.65 
67.23 
67.42 
67.71 
67.95 
69.31 
69.6 
70.4 
70.63 
75.44 
75.73 
d 
1. 347 
1. 347 
1. 306 
1. 276 
1. 276 
1.263 
1. 263 
1. 255 
I. 255 
1. 251 
1. 251 
1. 243 
1. 243 
1. 226 
1. 226 
1. 21 
1. 219 
1.1 5 
1.1 4 
1. 343 
I. 343 
1. 273 
1. 273 
1.2 
J.258 
1. 252 
J. 252 
1. 247 
1. 247 
1. 239 
I. 239 
1. 235 
1. 235 
1. 221 
1. 221 
1. 213 
1. 213 
1. 1 I 
1. I I 
I Radiation I Or K 
Alpha, . 
Alpba •. 
Alpha. 
Alpha,. 
Alpha •. 
Alpha,. 
Alpha •. 
Alpha,. 
Alpha,. 
Alpha,. 
Alpha,. 
Alpha,. 
Alpha •. 
Alpha,. 
Alpha,. 
A lpha,. 
Alplla,. 
Alpha,. 
Alpha •. 
A lpha,. 
A lpha,. 
A lpha,. 
A lpha,. 
Alpha .. 
Alpha •. 
Alpha,. 
Alpha •. 
Alpha,. 
A lpha •. 
A lpha,. 
Alpha •. 
Alpha,. 
AJpba,. 
Alpha,. 
Alpha,. 
Alpha,. 
Alpha,. 
Alpha,. 
A lpha,. 
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TABLE X 
TYPICAL X-RAY DIFFRACTlOK PATTEllX OF DELTA PHASE DETERi\lI l ED FROM ALLOY 522 
Line E stimnted intensity 8 d Radiation Line Estimated intensity 8 d Radiation Cr K Cr K 
-- ---- --
1 Ireak __ 25.24 2.679 Alpha . 23 Very weak __________ 38.24 1. 847 Alllha . 
2 Very weak . __ 25.46 2.660 Alpha. 24 Very vcry weak. ____ 38.91 1. 20 Alpha. 
3 \Vcak ____________ 28.09 2.4 Alpha . 25 Very very weak. ____ 40. 5 L i4 Alpha. 
4 Wea k ____________ 28.27 2.196 Beta. 26 Very weak . _________ 57. 7i J. 351 Alpha,. 
5 Very '"cry weak . ____ 28.64 2.384 Alph 27 Very \"'cry weak . ____ 57. 9 J. 351 Alpha •. 
6 Yery weak. ____ 
---
29.03 ? 144 Deta. 28 Very weak __________ 58.90 1. 334 Alpha!. 
7 Wca k __ 29.90 2.086 Beta . 29 Very ,cry wea k. ____ 59.0 I. 334 Alpba •. 
i\.fcd ium -\~'Cak:===~ 30.37 2.0 BeLa. 30 Wcak _______________ 63. 94 1. 272 Alpba,. 
9 Irea k _ 
---
30. 70 2.0 BeLa. 31 Very wcak __________ 64.15 I. 272 Alpha •. 
10 Strong _____ 
------
31. 23 2.204 Alpha . 32 Very wcak __________ 65. 5 I. 252 Alpha, . 
11 Wea k __ -.--- -- 31. 42 2.192 Alpha . 33 Very very wca k _____ 65.99 1.253 Alpha,. 
12 Very weak __________ 31. 62 1.983 Bela . 34 Very we.1k __________ 66.36 1. 247 Alpba,. 
13 \ -Cf Y ycry weak ____ 32.01 2.156 Alpba. 35 Very very wcak _____ 66.52 1. 248 Alpha.. 
14 M ed ium wea k _____ 32.25 2.142 A lpha. 36 W eak . ____________ 66. i3 1. 244 Alpha,. 
15 Vcry ,"cry weak ____ 32. ii 2.113 Alpha. 37 Very weak __________ 66.93 1.244 Alpha •. 
16 Very vcry weak _____ 33.01 1. 910 Bet.a . 38 Vcry very weak __ 67.51 1.236 Alpha,. 
17 l'"ledium slrong _____ 33.24 2.084 Alpha. 39 Very wea k __ __ 67.74 1.237 Alpha •. 
I trong _____ 
--------
3~. i7 2.056 Alpha. 40 Wea k _______________ 68.02 1.232 Alpha,. 
19 M edi um ___ 
---
---
34. 14 2.037 Alpha. 41 Very wcak __ ________ 68. 22 I. 232 Alpha •. 
20 ~rcdi urn ___ 35. 19 1. 983 Alpha . 42 Wea k _______________ 70.64 1. 21 1 Alpha!. 
21 ?vfrdi um wcai:: ___ ~ 36.35 1. 929 Alpha . 43 Wcak ____________ 70.89 1.211 Alpha •. 
22 V<,'ry weak . __ 36. i2 1.912 Alpha. 44 Very weak _______ 74 .01 L 189 Alpha\. 
45 Vcry \Tery weak. ___ 74.38 1.188 Alpha,. 
TABLE XI 
TYPICAL X-RAY DIFFRACTIOX PATTFRX OF :\I'G PHA E DETERMINED FRO:\1 ALLOY 67 
Line Estimated intenSity 8 d Rad iation Line Estimated intenSity 0 d R adiation Cr K OrK 
----
I M edi um weak ____ __ 26.00 2.60 Alpha. 17 Wea k _______________ 36.92 I. 903 Alpha. 
2 Very wea k __________ 28.65 2.1 69 B ela. 18 Very weak. _________ 38.98 1.817 Alpha. 
3 fedium strong. ____ 28.83 2.370 Alpha . 19 Very very wcak _____ 39.76 I. 787 Alpba. 
4 Very weak __________ 29. 26 2.339 Alpha . 20 Very wcak __ _ 56. i3 1.366 Alpha,. 
5 Very verY weak. ____ 29.71 2.306 Alpha. 21 Very very wea k _____ 56.9 [ 1. 366 Alpha,. 
6 }\ fcdium ·weak . _____ 30. 19 2.069 Det.a. 22 Very weak _________ 59.64 1. 324 Alpha,. 
7 Very very weak _____ 30.57 2.045 Deta. 23 Very very weak. ____ 59.80 I. 324 Alpha •. 
W C:lk _ 
----
31.00 2.020 Bela. 24 W eak ______________ 6L 43 1. 30[ Alpha,. 
9 1IIedi um _:::::: 31. 83 2.166 Alpha. 25 Very weak . _________ 61. 62 1. 301 Alpha.. 
10 lIf rdi um ________ :::: 32.52 2.125 Alpha. 26 Wea k _______________ 62.5 [ 1. 288 Alpha,. 
II Vcry very weak. ____ 33. 17 1.901 Dela. 27 Very weak __ ________ 62.6 1. 288 Alpha,. 
12 Strong ______________ 33.52 2.070 Alpha. 28 M edium we.1k _____ _ 70.04 1.216 Alpba,. 
13 i\ l rdiull1 weak ______ 33.9 2.045 Alpha. 29 \Y ca k _______________ 70. 26 1. 216 Alpha •. 
14 _ [edium ____________ 34.48 2.019 Alpha. 30 M edium we.1k ____ __ 74.83 I. I 4 Alpba, . 
15 Very very wcak _____ 34.91 I. 99 Alpha. 31 Weak __ -----
-
75. 19 1. 1 4 Alpba.. 
16 Very weak . _________ 35.83 1. 952 Alpha . 
TABLE XII 
TYPICAL X-ItA Y DIFFRACTIOX PATTER1\' OF P PHA E DETERMIKED FROM AJJLOY 5 0 
Line E stimated intenSity 8 d R ad iation Lille Estimated intenSity 8 d Radiation Cr K Or K 
--
---------
I Very weak __________ 25.54 2.650 Alpha. 25 [ed ium weak ______ 35. 14 1. 985 Alpha . 
2 V ery very weak . ____ 25.82 2.3 Beta. 26 Wcak _______________ 36.44 1. 925 Alpha. 
3 Very \"cry weak _____ 25.9 2.381 Beta. 27 W eak _____ ____ ___ ___ 36. 76 1.910 Alpha. 
4 Very very wC<.'lk _____ 26.51 2.329 B ela. 28 Weak _______________ 37.07 I. 97 Alpba. 
5 W eak _______________ 28. 35 2. 191 B eta. 29 Very weak __________ 3 . 69 1.829 Alpba . 
6 10dium weak ______ 28.55 2.391 Alllha. 30 Medium weak ______ 60.2 I. 317 Alpha, . 
7 l\1ed ium weak _____ _ 28.69 2.381 Aillha . 31 Wea" _______________ 60.39 1. 317 Alpha •. 
M edium weak ______ 29. II 2. 137 Beta. 32 Weak _______________ 60.99 1. 307 Alpba,. 
9 W eak _______________ 29.36 2.332 Alpba. 33 Very weak _______ ___ 6Ll I. 307 Alpba,. 
10 M ed ium weak ______ 29.65 2.102 Beta. 34 W eak ____________ ___ 61. 5 1.300 Alpha,. 
11 W ealc ______________ 29.9 2.287 Alpha. 35 W eak _______________ 61. 62 1. 301 Alpha •. 
12 \Vcak _______________ 30.21 2. 067 Beta. 36 W eak _______ ________ 62.71 1. 285 Alpha,. 
13 W eak _______________ 30.65 2.040 Bela . 37 V~ry wcak __________ 62.88 1. 286 Alpha •. 
14 W eak _______________ 30.81 2.031 Bela. 3 Medium weak ___ ___ 63.48 1. 277 Alpha. 
15 Strong ______________ 31.40 2. 190 Alpha. 39 Medium weak ______ 65.06 1.260 Alpha, . 
16 W eak _______________ 31. 7 2.175 Al pba. 40 \\-eak _______________ 65.24 L 269 Alplm •. 
17 M edium weak ______ 32.32 2.137 Alpba . 41 Medium wcak ___ ___ 67.34 1. 23 Alpha,. 
1 M edi um ____________ 32.93 2. 102 Alpba. 42 \\-eak ____________ ___ 67.51 1. 239 Alpba •. 
19 lIfedium ____________ 32.97 2.101 Alpha. 43 Medium strong ____ _ i3.17 1.194 Al pha,. 
20 [ed iuill ______ ______ 33. 36 2.07 Alpha. 44 Medium weak ______ 73.47 1.194 Alpha •• 
21 M ediulll ____________ 33.58 2.067 Al pba. 45 W eak ___ ____ _____ ___ 74.01 1.1 9 AI!l ha,. 
22 M edi um weak ______ 33.85 2.052 Al pba. 46 Very weak __ ____ ___ 74 28 L1 9 Alpha, . 
23 M edium __________ __ 34.04 2.041 Alpha. 47 Medium weak ______ 76.42 I. 175 Al pha,. 
24 M ed ium strong _____ 34.26 2.031 Alpha. 4 \\-eak ______________ _ 76. 1. 175 Alpba •. 
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TABLE XIII 
TYPICAL X-RAY DIFFRA TION PATTERN OF R PHASE DETERMINED FROM ALLOY 592 
Line E stimated in ten ity 0 d Rad iat ion C r K 
1 W cak _______________ 25 45 2.659 Aloha. 
2 Very strong. ________ 25. 94 2. 612 All)ba. 
3 Very strong _________ 26. 18 2.592 Alpha . 
4 Very w"eak __________ 26. 43 2.336 Beta . 
5 Very very weak _____ 26. 7 2.529 Alpha. 
6 W 03k _______________ 27. 52 2. 473 Alpha . 
7 M edium weak ______ 28.59 2.173 Beta. 
8 ~1cdillm wea k ______ 28.81 2.1 59 B eta . 
9 W eak ___________ ____ 29. 29 2.337 Alpha. 
10 M edium wea k ______ 29.59 2.107 B ota . 
II W eak ___________ ____ 29.91 2. 291 Alpha. 
12 ~(ed illm weak. _____ 30. 45 2.053 B eta. 
13 Very weak __________ 30. 71 2.238 Alpha. 
14 W 08k _______________ 3 1. 27 2. 004 B ota . 
15 W eak _____________ __ 3 1. 51 2. 186 Alpha . 
16 trong ___ ___________ 31. 76 2. 171 Alpha . 
17 · trong ______________ 31. 97 2. l59 Alpha. 
I M edium strong _____ 32. 7 2. 106 Alpha. 
19 M edium strong _____ 33. 5 2. 052 Alpha. 
20 ~rong _______ __ _____ 34. 76 2. 005 Alpha. 
21 M edium strong _____ 35. 11 1. 9 7 Alpha. 
TABLE XIV 
DETERMINATIOI OF ALPHA THREE-PHASE-FIELD COR-
NER BY X-RAY DIFFRACTJO - I N COBALT-NICKEL-
MOLYBDE _ U1\I Y TE:\ [ 
Alloy 
399 
552 
408 
401 
679 
627 
486 
464 
551 
442 
[D a ta for fi g. 26] 
W eight perce n t 
coba lt 
77 ____________________ _ 
64 ___________________ _ 
50 __________________ _ 
30 ____________________ _ 
15 ____________________ _ 
10 ___________________ _ 
0 ____________________ _ 
1' hree-pha a lloy ____ _ 
T h ree-phase a lloy ____ _ 
A t houndary o f three-
phase field . 
T BLE XVI 
Extrapo-
la ted 
value of 
a. ( k..,,{ ) 
3. 5925 
3. 6008 
3.6028 
3. 6133 
3.6235 
3.6320 
3. 635 1 
3. 6 7 
3. 6300 
3.6307 
DETERMINATION OF LPHA THREE-PHA E-FIELD 
CORNERS BY X-RAY DIFFRACTION IN CHROMIUM-
COBALT-:\IOLYBDE -U:\ [ SY TE:\1 
[Data for fig. 28] 
Alloy 
Weight Extrapola ted 
percen t va lue of a. :;H~':;, ( k..,,{) 
---- -1--- --1 
399 
4 7 
413 
665 
645 
41 2 
606 
644 
471 
39 
o 
4. 
10 
14. 7 
17.42 
19.36 
21. 98 
24.9 
28.83 
31. 7 
3. 5925 
3.5870 
3. - 34 
3. 32 
3. - 55 
3.5890 
3.5886 
3. 10 
3. 5771 
3.5733 
Line E stim ated in tensity I 0 I d I 
Rad iation 
C r K 
22 M edium s trong ___ __ 35.53 I. 966 Al pha . 
23 M edium ___________ _ 35. 1 1. 964 Alpba. 
24 Very weak __________ 37. 22 1. 890 Alpha . 
25 W eak _______________ 37. 42 1. I Alpha . 
26 Very weak __________ 3 . 20 1. 49 Al pha. 
27 M edium weak ______ 40. 24 1. 770 Alpba. 
28 Vcry wea k __________ 62. 20 I. 291 Alpha,. 
29 Very weak . _________ 62. 22 I. 293 All)ba,. 
30 W 03k _______________ 63. 23 1. 280 AII)ha,. 
31 W e8k __ _________ ____ 63. 42 1. 280 Alpha,. 
32 M edium wook ____ ___ 64.27 1.2 Alpha,. 
33 W eak _______________ 64. 49 1.268 Alpba, . 
34 Very weak ________ __ M. 1 1.263 
35 Very weak . _________ 66.51 I. 246 Alpha ,. 
36 M edium woak __ ____ 66. 69 I. 246 Alpha,. 
37 \\'08k ____________ ___ 68. 1 I. 231 Alpha,. 
38 {edium weak __ ____ 68.39 I. 23 1 Alpha,. 
39 W eak ___________ ____ 69. 62 I. 21 9 Alpha,. 
40 M edium wcak ______ 69.90 I. 219 Alpha,. 
41 Wea k ____ ___________ 71. 24 I. 207 Alpha, . 
42 \\'ea k ________ _______ 71.47 1. 207 Alpha,. 
TABLE XV 
DETEIDIINATION OF SOLUBILITY LIMIT I COBALT-
NICKEL-l\IOLYBDEN :\1 l\ru PHASE BY X-RAY DIF-
FI1ACTION 
Alloy 
421 
67 
550 
536 
537 
523 
412 
464 
551 
[Data for fi g. 27] 
W eight perce nt 
nickel 
0 _____________________ 
12 _____________________ 
I .77 __________________ 24 .12 __________________ 
26 _____________________ 
29 _____________________ 
At hou nda ry of three-
phase fi eld. 
Three-phase alloy _____ 
'l' hree-pbase a lloy _____ 
70. 45 
69.94 
69.67 
69.59 
69. 47 
69. 46 
69. 45 
69.48 
69.45 
TABLE XVII 
sin 0 
0.94235 
. 93953 
.93771 
. 93724 
. 93649 
. 93642 
. 93637 
. 93650 
. 93637 
d 
1. 2124 
1. 2160 
1. 2184 
1. 2190 
1. 2199 
1. 2200 
1.2202 
1.2200 
1. 2202 
DETERMIN ATION OF ALPHA THREE-PHASE-FIELD 
CORNER BY X-RAY DIFFRACTION L CHROMIUM-
NICKEL-l\IOLYBDE JUl\1 YSTEM 
[D ata for fig. 29] 
W eigh t Extrapolated 
Alloy percent value of 00 
eh ro- (kX) 
m ium 
---
486 0 3. 6351 
6 5.5 3.6276 
636 11. 3 3.6245 
460 14. 3 3.6213 
469 22.1 3.6189 
457 23 3. 61 6 
438 25.5 3.6162 
435 36.25 3. 6073 
389 42. 75 3.6045 
614 43. 5 3.5956 
• 9 43 3.5850 
aFrom referencc 1; a o redeterm ined 
in the presen t inve tigation . 
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TABLE XVIII 
VAL E OF d OF HRO}IIUl\[- TICI\:EL-}IOLYBDENUi\[ 
T ERNAR Y SI CD[A PHASE A F NCTIO T OF CTIROi\TJ :'I [ 
CONTE-T 
Alloy 
509 
508 (;41 
482 
lio:! 
483 
IiO" 
·147 
491 
581) 
[Data for fig. 30) 
Weight 
percent 
chro-
mium 
25. 06 
32.0 
22. i6 
.) .0 
:16.0 
~3. () 
45. 0 
400 
4.5. 0 
51 () 
-
d 
\'aluc 1 
I. 2996 
I. 2969 
I. 2970 
1.29 
1.29J!i 
I. 2857 
I. 2853 
I. 2832 
I. 27(;9 I 
I. 2768 
I d value'S cietermined from twcnty-
third linC' of sigma pat..Lr rns. 
TABLE XX 
DF.TERi\IIKATION OF TIlREE-PHASE-FIELD COR Ell' 
ON 20-PERCENT-i\IOLYBDENU r QUATERNARY ALFHA 
PH A IT BOUKDARY 
[Data for fig. 331 
---
Actual gxtrapolated 
Allol' weight \'alul' of at> percent (kX) cob~lt 
--
457 0 3.6186 
524 12.2 3.6128 
525 24.0 3.6097 
526 32.0 3.60-12 
652 47.6 3.6004 
651 61.6 3.5009 
501 64 . 0 3. 5000 
487 i6.0 3.5870 
TABLE XIX 
DATA USED FOR PLOTTING ACTUAL SOJ,UBILITY OF 
CBROMI 1 L ALPHA PHASE AT VARIOU CON TANT 
MOLYBDEN M CONTENT A FUNCTION OF ACTUAL 
COBAJ,T CONTENT 
[Data for fig. 321 
Weight 1'vfaxim um 
percent Weight weig-ht pcr-
mol yb- percent cent chro-
denum cobalt rnium inalpha 
solid solu tion 
------
0 0 42.2 
0 10 44.3 
0 I 44. 5 
0 20 43.4 
0 30 40.8 
0 40 3 .6 
0 50 37. 0 
0 60 35.0 
0 65 34.0 
2.5 0 43.3 
2.5 9.75 4l.4 
2.5 19.5 40.9 
2.5 24.3 40.5 
2.5 29.25 ~9. 9 
2.5 39.0 3 .0 
2.5 48.75 36.0 
2.5 .6 ~4.0 
2.5 63.4 33.2 
5 0 42.2 I 
5 9.5 40.0 I 
5 19.0 39.4 I 5 2 .5 37. 6 
5 43.5 35.0 
5 57.0 32.0 
5 64.5 :10.5 
10 0 31i.9 
10 9.0 33 . i5 
10 18.0 31. 5 
10 34.2 29. 25 
10 45.0 27. 9 
10 4 .6 27.0 
10 M.O 26.6 
10 64.4 25. i 
20 0 24.0 
20 12.8 19.2 
20 24.0 Ii. 6 
20 32.0 15.6 
20 4 .0 12.0 
20 56.0 11.2 
20 60.0 10. 
20 61. 5 10.5 
20 61.0 
I 
9.2 
20 i2.0 5. 6 
20 76.0 4.0 
